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IN SENATE OF THE UNITED STAT,ES. 
REPOR'11 
FROM 
THE SECRETARY OF WAR, 
WITH 
.IJ.. Report of the Mineralogical ancl Geological investigations macle by 
. G. W. Featherstonhaugh . 
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• 
FEBRUARY 28, 1835. 
· Read. 
MARCH 3, 1835. 
Ordered to be printed; and that 1000 additional copies be furnished, for the use of the Senate. 
I • I, 
• 
WAR DEPARTMENT, February 28, 1835. 
Srn: fo obedience to a resolution of the Senate of the 14th instant, I have 
the honor to transmit, herewith, the report of,Mr. G. W. Featherstonhaugh, 
who was charged with a "mineralogical and geological investigation," under 
an act of the last session of Congress. 
Very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
Hon. M -ARTIN VAN BuREN, 




. February 28, 1835. 
Sm: I have the honor to lay before you a copy of the report of G. W. 
Featherstonhaugh, Esq., call~d for by a resolution of the Senate of the 14th 
instant. 
, Very respectfully, sir, 
Hon. LEwrs CAss, 
Secretary of fVar. 
Your obedient servant, 
JOHN J. ABERT, 
Lieut. Col. Top. Engineers. 
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\,V ASHINGTON CITY, February 17, 1835. 
Lieut. Col. J. J. AnER'r, 
U S. 1'opographical Engineers. 
Sm: In obedience to your instructions, d:ited July 12, 1834, to repair to 
some point -on the nort.hern boundary ~f the Territory of A'.·lrnns;is, and 
persona lly inspect the m1nera_l and ~eolog1~al character of tl:ie highlands and 
water sheds where the public lands are situated, of that elevated country 
lying between the .Missot'.ri river a_nd_ ~f~<l rive~, known under th~ desi~na-
tion of the Ozark mou ntams, and 11 m1ting my return to the seat of Govern-
ment, to mnke my report, to the 1st day of February, 1835, I have the 
honor' to state: 
That havirw executed thbse instructions, I reached the city of,vVashing~ 
1on on ;he eve~inµ;of the 3l~tof'January, 183-5, having accomplished a dis- ' 
tance ot four thousand six hundred miles during my journey, of which op-
wards of three thotisand miles wPre effected by land. 
Before I enter upon the details of this report, I beg to observ-e that, aware 
,of my being direct_erl in my instruction_s to the examination of the public 
]ands exclusivel-y, 1f; for the purpose of illu~trat1on, I should apply the geolo-
gical in!'ormat ion I possess of _otl:_er p_ortion~ of the _structure of this C'onti~ 
nent, it will be because I am 1nv1ted in my 1nstruct1ons to do so, and from 
which I beg to quote the following pass:Jge: · . . 
"Althou~h. by these· instructions, yo~11· investigations ,il'e limited to the 
Teiritory of Arkansas and the adjacent public lands, it is nevertheless desi• 
rab le that, in the rf'port to be made ~,y you on your return to this city, 
whate\·er geolo~ical i=:formntion you may possess, which can be usefully 
applietl -to the illustration of the investigations you are ahout to make, and 
which may aid in developing the resources of the countries· yon are directecl 
to examine, and their geuloµ;1c:i\ connexion elsewhere, shouid he fully stated 
for the info i:rnation of the Government." 
,I _Geo logy oeing altt1ge the r a science o( observation, and the cautious spirit• 
'of the present times ~ivini:; no \yeight to an)" opinions \Vhich <lo not follow 
the pra~!tical exam.in::itio_n of physical pf'.enom~na, 1 venture to pledge mysel,f 
that this repurt will be rn accnnlance with a rigorous regard to this alutary 
temper of the age; ti1at all the fac1s contained in it are the result of my own 
personal ex;,minations, and th,it the opinions l shall have occasion to ad-
vance, respectin~ the 1!,:Colo~ic:3I structur:e of thl1se parts of the lJ1~1ited States 
desr ribed he re1n, ~prear to me to be plain clecluctions from a Jon,r series of 
perso, al investig::itions effected in Eu.rvpe :HHi on this continent. 
0 
It is also from a sincere desire to make this report as permarwnt!y instruc.:. 
tive; s possible, that i have thought it <1dvisable to pn' fix 10 the details of 
my late observations a brief :1r.count of those leading principles of modern 
~eology which are the result of the labors of ~ome of the most emi-nen't men 
in Great Br it~in, France, and Cerma,ny-r:n.en whose names obtain the wil-
ling _con~1J e~:ce of Europe _t1nd America. J should think myself ~really 
w;rntrng 111 that earnest desire to make my l::ibors Pxtensively useful, wilh 
which a man, honored as I have been in 1 he select ion to perform this im-
portant dutr, ought to be insrired, if I wern not to endeavor to make this 
report as tran!.lparent to th e intelligence of all who may read it as the nature 
of the su bject may admit of; and this I could not do, in 1he present stale of 
geological knowledge in this country, if I were simply to rela:e what I have 
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seen, and then come to general, conclusions, without illustrating the su~je~t 
by such an exhibition of the principle~ of the science, and by such an applJ-
cation of legitimate reasoning from them, as would bring out the facts I have 
observed in prominent relat ion with the i:;eneral mineral s~rncture of the 
globe; with the design, not only of satisfying thoi-e least conver~ant wi th the 
science of geology of the ~reat usefulness and beauty of the science, but of 
enabling them to form a CQmpetent judgment as to the accuracy of my own 
labors·, and the degree of confidence due to my own opinions. Had my re-
port been addressed only to the scientific few, I am aware that this. would 
have been superfluous; but as the appointment I have been honm·ed with was 
for the benefit of the many, t-o I must ask to be permitted to consider myself 
as still actin~ in that relation to the country. 
Practical geology can be conversant only with the crust of the globe, bei ng 
that portion of it whieh is comprehended between the lowest observed depths 
of any mines, and the iz;reatest elevation of any mountains. It is within these 
limits alo.ne that observations can be macb, if we except examinations of those 
mineral su bstances vvhich have, at various periods, been ejected, in a state of 
jgneous fu sion, by volcanic action,from the more central parts of the earth,such 
as the lavas occ:1sionallyproceeding from the active volcanoes of our own times. 
But this superficial portion of the gl ,o be, vvhich may be estimated ::it a depth 
of about seven miles, is comparatively insignificant in its proportion to the 
mean radius of the earth, which may he estimated at about three thousaP.cl 
nine hundred and fifty-five miles: still it is sufficier tly comprehensive for 
the whole econom·v of nature, both extetn;:i.l and subterranean: and the im-
. met1se disproporti~n between it and what lies beneath it, instead of leavi ng 
an impression of 'insigt1i,ficance upon our mind~, leads them to the contem-
p1atio~ of the immeasurable power of that expansive ageucy which we know, 
from the evidence of volcanic action, has, even in our own times, a modify-
ing effect upon the superficiil part of ,the globe, and which it. is not unrea • . 
sonable to believe may have been, in all time, in a constant state of exertion 
in th.at immense and inipenetrable 'space comprehended wit.bin the diameter 
of the earth. Knowing, as we do, that the crust of the earth has been con-
stantly mod ified by subterranean action, and believing, as a great majority 
of'modern geologists do, that all its mineral characters are most rationally 
accounted for by the direct and indirect agen cy of such a po,ver, we cannot 
avert ourselves from the consideration of so magnificent a provision foi-
natural operations; and hence men have ceased to attempt explanations of 
the economy of the ea rth's stn1cture, by an hypothesi s of entire aqueous 
action, altogether imag inative, but now happi ly expired, together vvith the 
authority of teachers who embarras~ed the progress of human knowledge. 
But we a,re not to regard the rad 1n I sp~lce as a mere vacancy where igne-
ous action is exe'rted, but ::i s a field wher'e it aets upon matter in states and 
conditions of whi ch perhaps the scientific chemist has but a faint conception; 
and- \Ve are taug:ht , upon th e auth ority of eminent philosophers, that the 
density of t~e inleriµr is much greater than that of the crust. It will be 
perceived, from thi s modP. of reaso ning, th at such a ra dial space, acting un-
der such conditions, cou1d not but produce results equivalent to the 
grandeur oC it s power; a11d hence it is not surprising that geologists should 
refer the origin and ac tual state of what is called the crust of th~ earth to its 
direct and indirect action. 
. Some of the mo<les by which such a force might act, may be expressed 
rn a few words. If we consider the opinions of some <liistin~ui~h~d philoso-
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phers, who believe that our earth i~ an ancient ig~eoms body, which has for-
long periods been cooling, we cert~rnly fi~d a telatwn between s_u~h a process, 
and the lowest rocks in tr.e geological series, usually called primary; these 
rocks being all considered, by the most eminent geo!ogists a?d chemist~, to 
he the result of mineral matter cooled down from a state of igneous fus10n. 
But those rocks, which are found at the lowest points where geological ex-
aminations can be made, eonstitute al'so the loftiest summits of mountains-a 
seeming paradox to those who have not turned their attention to this sub• 
ject, deserving of explanation ~ere. . . ' _. . . 
The mean height of the continents of our globe, which, with its islands, -
stand in relation to that portion of the surface they oc,mpy comparatively 
to th~ sea, as about one to three, is thought to be near two miles; whilst 
the sea is considered to have about an equivalent mean depth. If, there-
fore, at any period in the .history of our planet, the mineral matter consti-
tuting the dry land has been distributed beneath the waters of the ,sea, a~ 
arran~ement, as we perceive, very possible, ancJ apparently very .probable, · 
the planet would then have been entir~ly covered by water. In such - a 
state of things we have no cause to which t9 refer the origin of our conti-
nents and islands, saye the expansive subterranean force before alluded to, 
which eould raise-them from the bottom of the ocean and above its level. 
It i~ mo~t satisfactory to reflect, that, without any reference to this theory, 
tke progress of geological investigation has ,led the leadfog geologists in Eu-
rope to the conclusion, that not only continen,ts have been iri this manner 
raised, but that all the important' chains of mountains have in like manner 
been protruded from below;. and in many instances the proofs are obvious,. 
of the dislocation of the stratifications through which they have burst, to·' 
rear themselves to the lofty heights they have obtained. It will be apparent 
to every one that successive upliftings of mineral matter would displace an 
equivalent cuhic quantity of water, and that in proportion to the amount off 
mineral matter protruded would be, not only a corresponding agitation of 
the adjacent ocean and forma,tion of currents, but an abrasion and partial de-
struction of pre-existing lands, the mins of which, often extremely broken 
down :\nd comminuted, would again, at a period of repose, be deposited at 
the bottom of the ocean, to be aga,in, at some future period, elevated abo¥e· 
its level. . 
In th.ese dir:ect and ind•,irect operations of the expansive power beneath 
tl:e crust of t~e _glob~, have been _perceived t?e happy means of compromi-
s111g the confl1?ting views. entertawed res-pectrng many important geological 
phenomena; srnce both the r.esults o,£ igneous action and aqueous deposition 
can be referred to the same· cause, as wel,J. as the paradoxical appearance of. 
rocks of th~· same clas1, of undisputed igneous origin, which ha¥e been ob-
served at the lowest, depths of the crusts of the o-lobe, and at its most eleva-
ted sum mi.ts ;. t.J:1es-e la:tter being eviclently ·thmst° up from he1ow. 
The a,ppl,i,cation of these views 0f subter.ra nean action) which are not 
sketche~ here. from a theoretical predilection, will be found highly im-
portant 111 relation to the structure and continu ity of metallic veins. The 
minerai resource~ of the u ni~ed Sta t~s, as will be asserted in this report, are 
commensurate with the granaeur of 1ts other physical features, whilst there· 
is still much hesitation about the int roduction of systematic minin,r. It was 
a prevailing opinion, whilst the Wernerian ~heory obtained, th~t metallic: 
':eins ~ere ~lled in by deposites from above; and it has been extensively be-
lieved rn thts country that the galena, or sulphuret of lead, found in the State 
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<>f Missouri, was a mere superficial deposite. Opinions of this kind operate 
powerfol1y to rfstrain capitalists from giving their confidence to mining un-
·dertakings in an efficient manner; they are afraid to invest1 their means be-
yond an amount necessary to conduct partial diggings and excavations near 
the surface; whereas, if they were satisfied of the reasonableness of the 
-0pinion that metallic veins have their origin from below; that the veins, 
which have ropai<l them moderately near the surface, are generally consi-
dered to improve at a depth of five hundred feet; that they have been suc-
cessfully followed up and cut out at three times that depth; and that we 
have no practical evidence of their want of continuity to infinitelyf greater 
depths, they would not hesitate to sink their shafts and establish their works 
upon a scale of magnitude corresponding with their confidence, and produ- . 
cing result~ favorable t-0 national industry and to their own just expectations. 
But laying aside this branch of the subject at present, and reverting to the 
supposed igneous central action of this planet, it would seem to invite an im-
portant consideration, whether, if this action be general, the results produced 
)jy it m~y not, with some modifications, be expected to present a 'close affi-
nity in their general character throughout the globe. r 
It is not to be denie<l that the European geologists have examined the 
structure of a [!;feat portion of their eastern continent with unrivalled per-
severance and energy, and have brought to the consideration of its phenome• 
ria all the acumen of which mineralogical and chemical learning is almost 
susceptible; for some time past '"their most eminent men have called for geo-
logical investigations of this western continent, as most important desiderata 
in physical science. It has been deemed by them necessary, for the further 
advancement of the science, to have a comparison instituted between the 
geological formations of this western worl<l and their own portion of the 
globe, in order to determine how far the phenomena comrr10n to both belong 
to causes which have been cotemporaneou.s, or of thel same class; whether 
. the prineiples which have determined the structure of the one have been ' 
the governing cause in the other, and to what causes any discrepancy may be 
assigned. -
This inquiry is of deep interest to us in this country, not simply as one 
which leads us into a field of philosophical r-esearch highly favorable to en-
largement of the intellectual powers, but as pn:gnant with utility in relation 
to the .business pursuits of life, enabling us to apply the fruits of their long 
:and rich experience to the immediate develo1~ment of the mineral resources 
of this country, and returning to them some measure, at least, of informa-
tion for those inestimable labors which have preceded our own investigations. 
Strongly impressed with these views, I have constantly endeavored to make 
them auxiliar to my late examinations. In concisely submitting the arrange-
ment of rocks, as it is declared to exist, and as I have observed it in Europe, 
, with a comparative view of the principal formations in those parts of the 
United States I have lately visited, I shall not advert to the numerous divi-
sions into which the whole known series of rocks has at various times been 
thrown. The voluminous literature belon~ing. to modern geology has p~o-
duced numerous classifications from the geologists* of France and Great Bri-
tain, all of which, however useful in the study of the science, appear des·-
tined to ~uctuation and change in its progress, like the graceful and waving 
"' Al. Brogniart, a rare e~ample of l~arn~ng and genius in France; Coneybeare and De la 
Beche, two of the most emment geologists m Great Britain. . 
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lines formed by the ripplin~ on 1 he sea beach, which are mo<lified or oblite-
rated by every nev.r breeze impressing the comi11J; tide. From circ~m.stanc_es 
110 longer subject to contr@I, the scienre and letters of Great B_ntam will 
forever become an inherent part of the jntellectual power of th1 cou~try. 
The old and simple divisions of pri°'1itive transit.ion, e.econdar~, and tertiary, 
to which the English geologist~ so Jong adhered, and which have been adopt-
ed in this country from their elementary works, are, it i~ true, not free fr~m 
objections, but they are convenient and familiar here; and since all classifi-
cations are imperfect and subject to chan_ge, I have thought it best, wh~re 
classification must be resorted to for purposes of illustration, to use that winch 
is be~t known, with no disposition, h~wever, to 21ssign any value to it be-
yond the facility it gives me gf making myself understood. 
The result of the observations of the Euro11>ean geologists, up to the pre-
sent time, has shown that the inferior part of the whole geological series of 
rocks is distinguished by characters which do not bel,ong to the superior 
portion. 
It is to a great degree unstratified. -
It has a eqnfused, irreguiar, crystalline, granular structure, composed of 
quartz, mica, and felspar, from whence the lowest portion of it has received 
the <lesignatioA of granite. 
In some instances it is beantifully studded with regular c1:Ystals of {elspar, 
and is then called porphyritic granite. , 
It ~ontains metalliferous veins, bearing copper, iron, and the precious me-
tals. 
It contain~, :.11:-o, granite and ~ther veins, \'1·hich ~ave 9bviously passed 
thro1,1gh it subsequent to its original format.ion, since we occasionally see that 
at the passage of the~e veins the rock has been dislocated from its continuity, 
from whence it may be inferred that the passage '\-Vas accompanied by a force 
of great violence. 
From a careful study of all the circumstances attending them, il is nqw 
the general opinion that rocks of this cla1's are 1 he result of igneous fusion. 
Other members of this inferior portion of the geological series, though 
partaking largely of the precedin~ ch:fracters of the granitic rocks, nre very 
different in ·their external appearance. The roe~ called gneiss, which are 
often found superincumbent on the granite, have a more regular arrangement 
of the planes ol' the mica contained in them, which give them frequently an 
appearance of stratification·, resembling·that produced by deposition from wa-
ter; how far this rnay be owing to a distribution of the plates of its mica paral 
]el to its strnta, and whi::h appears to be tbe immediate c:rnse of its fissility. 
cannot now be asse:-ted: this, however, is true, that the granitic ro~ ks a·nd 
the gneiss pl:lss into each other so completely, that I have frequently on 
this contir.ent taken specimens of the gneifls, e~pecially from near Rich-
mond) in Virginia, which, if placed in a cabinet, any mineralogist would 
pronounce a true granite; and certainly nothing is m,)re common here than 
to observe broad veins of true granite passing into the beds of gneis~, and, 
indeed, the granite altern:1tin~ with the gneiss. There is another import-
ant rock, known under th e name of mica slate, which is 11:--ually destitute of 
both fel~par ::rnd hornb-lende. The gneiss, which contains more mica than 
' hornblende, appears to pass into this, and the difference between them to 
be owing to the absence of some of its constituents. 
The mica slate itself passes into talcose slate, talc being substituted for 
mica. This last is a mineral formation, in which the aurife1 ous veins of 
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the United States are fuLind: in rnrne parts of t.l1e country, the veins pass 
through a fiel<l of talcose slate several miles in breadth; in others, the vei
1
ns 
are sheathed only, as it wel'e, in the talcose slate, an,d pass through a field 
of el van and granitic rocks. , , 
The other most imporlant members of this inferior portion of the geo-
logical series, com rnonl y called pri mifi ve rocks~ are statuary lime:-tone or 
white marble, serpent'ine, greenstone, quartz rock, the varieties of horn-
blende roeks and slates, and clay slate. 
The rocks hitherto enumerated have one common character; they contain 
no or~anic remains, :1nd may} therefore, properly be called inorganic, in 
relation to animal an<l ve~etable bodi~s. 
An these rocks, so different from each other in their extern<1l appea,rance, 
have yet, with the exception of tl)e statuary limestone, no greater differ-
ence than i1:1 conslituted by the pres,ence or absence of some mineral con-
stituent, or the difference of proportions. Some of the most important 
members, such as granite and gn1~iss, contain silex as a constant constituent, 
others contaitJ magn2sia, and ~ome hornblende; but a serious study of the 
whole, and of the relation in which th r:.y stand to all other rocks, impresses 
a;,trong opinion vpon us that they owe their origin to the same cause, and 
that they have all, at some period, been either cje!!ted from central depths 
by the expansive power generated there, or that t.hev have been great intu. 
mescing masses, which, on cooling, hr1ve resolved thernseives into various · 
'stages of crystallization, and that the_ir varying products have been brought 
into fusion or solution from distinct aentral localities, some of the diffe_ 
rences between them havin~ been occasior.ed by a chemieal action, more 
easily i1-1iagined by us thari cfoscribe<l. 
These considerations point to a state of things totally different from any 
thing which obtains in our own days. Prin1itive r8cks are found in all 
those parts of the earth which have been examined, and there is every rea• 
son to believe that, together with the in<lurate<l lavas which in- our own · 
times we see ~jecte'd by volcanic forces, they form the solid basis of the 
crust of the globe. A great portion of' this b::i~is is n~,v covered to great 
depths by the sedimentary rocks 1which bave been sub'sequently depo-;ited 
by ,vater, but vast tracts of inhabited CPUntry are cons_ti1uted by these p~h 
mitive rocks. In the United States, they occupy the surface from Maine 
to Columbus in Georgia, on the Chattahoochie, and still further, to Wet.ump- ' 
ka,' on the Alabama ,Hoston,New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washing-
ton, .Richmond. and Columbia, in South Carolina, are either built upon it, 
or are separated from it by deposites of an insignificant depth. Yet the 
,,vhole of this r:r1ighty basis was once in a ~tate of igm-ous fusion, and under 
circumstances ·which prevent the possibility of our expecting to find organi-c 
hodies cotemporaneously existing in it, since it was a -state of th.ings 
· incon~istent with the existence of orµ;anic ,matter. , 
\Ve delight to ,repose for a moment in the contemplation of such grand 
and beautitul arrangements established by Providence for the wellbeing of 
his creatures,. Mountains and continents raised from tbe deep to heights 
which afford salubrity and security, arid whue nature can offer the mos.t 
varied and attractive residence to both man and the animals; a:1<.l the crust 
of the earth. prolific in minerals, with all useful and precious r11etals, in the 
proper proportions for his immediate wants. Nor has the l~boratory of ) 
nature yet ceased its action. The granitic rocks, which we find injected 
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into their cognate masses, do not flow from recent volcanoes, it is true; but 
the trap rocks, which are but. ~odi~cations of _th_e prin_iitive rocl~s,. ~ave 
been found, both in Europe and m this coµntry, InJected mto the prim1t1ve, 
and are still poured out of modern volcanoes in the form of lava. Ev~a 
modifications of the granitic rocks are supposed to have been found overlay-
ine; the fossiliferous rocks, clearly establishing their intrusive character. 
Some inhabited parts of the globe, too, are supposed to be in an actual state 
of gradual elevation. . 
With all these concurring proofs of igneous action, and of an immea-
surable expansive power operating beneath the crust of the earth, I shou~d 
deem myself more obnoxious 1o the charge of having suppressed them, rn 
the preseAt state. ot geological knowledge in this country, than to th.at of 
having been indiscreet in assigning them a place in an official document, on 
the -ground of their theoretical character.* A pure hypothesis, raised upon 
conjecture, and not sustained by admi~tec~ facts, is always to be avoi~ed; but . 
I should hesitate to render myself Jrnble to the charge of theoretical ten-
dency, in a light sense of that word, if I was conscious of entertaining con• 
olusions other than those to which the mind is irr,esistibly brought by 
concurring facts, upon which the judgment yvillingly reposes. 
Wherever the primitive rocks in .question occur in transatlantic countries, 
they are found under circumstances which clearly prove that they owe their 
existence to the same general chemical hws,, and have been produced in the 
same manner. They have been found in Asia, Africa, and in various por-
tions, especially the northern ones of Europe. They are not only found, 
almo, t identically the same, but their various members are superimposed 
upon each other in the same order. I have seen specimens of porphyritic . 
granite from Shapfell, in England, from Ceylon. from China, from Russia, 
and the Alps, which would be indistinguishable from that which forms the 
bed of the bituminous coal field of Chesterfield, Virginia, the broad belts 
which ron at the foot of the Blue Ridge, and parallel to it, and some which 
J have observed in Georgia. The structure of the tin and copper districts 
in England, as far as the nature and direction ,of veins is concerned, 
. would lead a student exactly to the same. conclusions, in regard to their ori. 
gin, and the utility to be derived from a knowledge of it, as if he had been 
studying the gold and copper veins of the United States. The structure of 
the ,lUriferous rocks. in Russia and Brazil, as it has been described to me is 
precisely what we find it to be in th~ gold region of the United States. 'l'in 
h_as n_ot_ yet bee~ found in the ~rimitive rocks of this country fo the profu-
sion It 1s found 11) Cornwall; neither bas gold been found in Great Britain 
as it is fou~d iH ~he United ~tates, containing very prodactive veins, which 
have been examrncd for a d:stance of more .than eight ·hundred miles to the 
sou~h from the Potomac river, and showing themselves occasionally in an 
:rnnfer_ous character, _a~ a1? e({,ual distance to the north. But go1d h:is been 
found 111 small quant1t1~s rn Gre?t Brjtain; and tin, of which I possess some 
traces, has been found in the United States. In the Ural mountains of Nor-
. • Of th_e source and cause of_this great_ central pow:1·, we can assert nothing with prec.i,-
s1on. Ph1losoph7rs acc~unt var10nsly for !t: but such 1s the state of knowledge, that it ap-
pe~rs more u_n~htlosopluc~l to deny its ex1st~nce because we are not agreed upon an exph-
natwn, than 1t 1s to a.qsert 1t. The same philosophers who are sceptics on this subject do 
not deny the. sun to be _the s~urce of solar heat; yet, an eminent person has.. lately asked, 
~rom a conspicuous official chair, why ". the heat has not passc--d away by conduction; and, if 
1t has passed away, by wh~t other heat 1t has been replaced ? " At present, it seems to be 
expedient to be content with such causes as explain known effects. 
I 
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thern Russia gold is a productive metal, and platina has_ been fou~d in consi-
derable quantities ·. Platina has at length been found in the U n1ted States; 
a specimen of it has lately come into my possession; and it is bec?me ex-
tremely probable that the associate precious minerals, such as..fhe chamond, 
the topaz, &c., will very soon be produced. 
'rt may, therefore, be safely asserted, that this great non-fossiliferous di. 
vision of the known rocks of the geological series, and to which an igneous 
origin has been attributed, is, in all the circumstances connected with its 
crystallization, its metalliferous character, its constituency, and the super-
position of its -differe.nt members, essentially the same in North America 
and iri the other part-s of, the globe where it has been observed. It appear-
ing unnecessary to seek for distinct causes to phenomena which are mere 
repetitions of each other, the accor~ance between this branch of the geolo-
gical series, as to unity qf cause, may be considered probable in both hemis-. 
pheres. ,. ' 
The other great division of the geological series of rocks, and which, from· 
its being the depo,sitory of the remains of those organic bodies which preceded 
the present ·order of things, may be called the organic division, has been 
subdivided into three divisions: transition, secondary, and tertiary. The 
rocks comprehended in the transition class received that name in the early 
days of the science; because in these \Vas discovered an apparent transition 
from inorganic to organic matter, and from a chemical to a mechanic~! ori-
gin of rocks. And, in truth, it is in those argillaceous slaty masses, and 
beds of r?ofing slate, which-i mediately succeed to the primitive rocks, 
that we find the first vestiges of animal and vegetable existences, but ex-
tremely rare when compared with the profusion in which they are :ound in 
the superior r0cks. Yet the fossils found imbedded in them are not to 
be considered as represe11tatives ·of the first class of animal bodies which 
came into existence.' The masses in which they are found imbedded be-
ing all formed under water, we must of course look to find no animal re-
mains but of such animals as were fitted to live in that element, viz., fishes 
and shell fish, and crustaceous animals. , These having some solid parts, 
liable to be enclosed with an argillaceous covering, might leave some traces 
of their existence, and which a few of the two last enumerated have done. 
The srarcity of these is in accord~nce with the mineral state of the earth at 
the period when the rocks were formed in which they are enclosed-. .The 
solid ,parts of these animals, when living, are formed of . lime, which, from 
the small proportion in which it exists amongst the other primitive masses, 
was not, as appears consistent •with the general design, to be produced in the 
profusion it subseque11tly 'was when animal existences, to which it was 
indispensable, were to be brought forward in great numbers. 
The general deposites of calcareous matter on the globe have been, by 
some persons, attributed to the exuvi::e of anirnal~, without stopping to in-
quire wpence those animals derived the soli<l parts ' they have left behind 
them. As we know not that .animals have the power of forming lime from 
other miner~l ' elem_ents, we are compelled to suppose that the c-alcareous 
matter formmg their osseous structure, their testaceous and crustaceous co-
verings, preceded them. In c0nsidering the primitive rocks, we perceive 
that forces of great power, and unknown to modern times, have been in 
action in the earlier periods of the planet-forces which even now continue 
occasionally to act, though feebly and rarely. As t°' the manner in which 
the statuary limestones were produced, there is much ambiguiti If lime, 
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as we know, can be fuse<l under pressure, it can be rapidly ejected when In 
a. ~late of fusion; but we have no recent instances of limestone being thus 
formed. \Ve know, however, that mineral springs, both 1h~rmal and co!d, 
deposite carbonate -of lime in great quantiti es, as they come 10 contact with 
the atmosphere. The pro<ligious deposites of this, character from a cold 
mineral water in th e Sweet Springs valley, in Virginia, which presen.ts o.ne 
of the mo~t rare geological phenomella in christendom, anJ !he 1:0 less lll-
terestin1.;; t ravertirrn <leposi ted by the hot springs of the Washita, 111 Arkan-
sas, botl"i of which loralities I visiteLl this last year, and similar phenomena 
in ~1arious parts of the world, render it. quite possible that some extran~ous 
calcareous deposites, lying amidst the primitive rocks, have come frorrf the 
central part:- of the et.1rth in a state of aqueous solution, that _has been s~bs~-
quently evaporated. · With springs of suc\1 a ctiaractei: in action, lhe-an~n:a1s 
of those times could be at no Joss for cal.eareous matter in favored localrt1es; 
and, in that gl'eater portion of the aqueous surface wh~re lime was wantin_g, 
we can readily believe that the creative power-might ~ive a benevolent exis-
tence to countless myriads of those gelatinous animals which till some tro-
pical seas ill our ov,:n d:Jys, and which, haviu~ no soliu parts, have left no 
vesti~e of their existence behind them. 
It is, l think, to be re1:;rettcd that the term transition ha~ been applied. to 
any other rocks than the argillaceous masses in question; but the connex10n 
bet ween these and the grau wacke sla~es which succeed them) rrnd that be-
, l\veen these last and ~ucceedinp.; depasit,es higher in the geological series even 
than the coal measures, hils induced some geologi~fs to consider_ all the mem-
bers of this conn1;xiou as belonging to one narnral group. Such a µ;roup 
would incl uJe the slates in questio11, the grnuwacke, the old red sandstone, 
the millstone grit, the carboniferous limcs(one, the coal measures, and some 
rocks of :111 ambiguous character Iesti-ng upon them in particular localities. 
By som~ persons, h<Jwevcr, and perhaps by the greatt~l' number of the oldir 
English geologists, most of th e last enumerated formations are placed in the 
class called secondary. In the nurth of En~land tlie ~r;1uvvacke is found 
]yin~ at a great inclination, and upset on its ed?;es, with conglomerate or old , 
red ~andstone lying unconfonnably upon 1hem, showin}~ that t.his hi~t, not 
being affected by the movement which had throw·n the g::auwackeout of its 
horizontality, or having been deposited since th al movement, was not, in 
the estimation of some persons,. to be clasrnd in the same division with the 
grauwacke. By th ese the grauwackc was considered the lirnit of the tran· 
silion series; but in countries where the old red saddstone and the grauwacke 
laid ?onformably on each other, the argument ,,vas equally strung for ar-
rangtn~ the superincumbent furmati n in tl1e s'ame s~!ries yvith the wferior 
one; and 1hos1:: last enumerated rocks being both found in the United States 
upset on their edges at very high i11clinc1tions, no ground whatever is pre-
sented here for co11:-1iderinµ; them as appertaining to disti1,ct divisions, whilst 
a real connexion is shown both by their chemical ann mech~nical structure, as 
well ai their organic remains. . 
The principal characteri~tic of this series of rocks, aD<l which has already 
given a name to 011e of its most irnporta11t members, is fossil coal: th~ 
most productive beds ot which have been invariably found in this series, 
and important seams in all the rnemben; of it. lt is a subject of deep and 
lasting interest to this country, to · possess an accurate knowlecJo-e of the 
localities and extent of its coal fields, upon which the country ~1ust ulti-
mately be thrown, as Great Britain has long been, for fuel fvr domestic 
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purposes, :ind for the support of her m:rnufactories. It may be asserted. 
without exag~eration, tint from/ her co.al mines have proceeded the wealth 
and power that have long given her so con~picuou1, an influence in the 
world. It must always be regarded,as a remarkable circumstance, that im-
mecliJ1tely subsequent to .the arrangemeL1t of metallic veins, :i series of car-
boniferous ·rocks shol!dd 'have been produced, by the efficient aid of which 
the metals couJrl, be extracted from them : in these same carboniferous 
rocks, too, not only is iron ore found in ,i:;reat abu11dance, but limestone to 
flux it, as if_ ~ome provident hand haci been arranging every thin~ f(!r the 
industrious human family that was to have dbrrtinion over the world. 
In all essential circumstances, the features which mark t.he structure of 
the coal-bearing series of rocks in Europe are found here. In the grau-
_· wacke ~ve have beds of limestone, derived, fur aught we know to the con-
trary, like the statuary limestone irY the primit~ve · s~ries, from solutions 
ejected from below, alternating ,vith schistose and sandy bed~ of probable 
mechanical origin. In these limestone beds we occasiorially find, as in 
Europe, increased numbers of animal remains, and cognate in their rela- , 
tions, such as the flustra, the trilobites, &c., on the calcareous plates from 
Dudley, which are often identical with those of the Alleghany ridges. 
In the lo\.ver parts of this series, in Europe, are fo,ind tho~e non-bitumi• 
nous coals now generally known here under the name of a1~thracite, and 
in this country we find the same carbonaceous matter distributed thronf.!;h 
the whole system of Alleghany ridges to the mo8t western counties of Vir• ' 
ginia, \vhere the inclined rocks hegin to ~ive way to the horizontal forma-
tions of the Cumberland ran~e of mountains. Higher up in the series, a,nd 
reposin;!; ur)On the . vast d¢posites-irr 1 his country immense-of carboni-
ferou's li'tnestone, where that mineral is not replaced by more Gomplex 
deposites, we find, in Europe, the }.!.Peat productive beds of bituminous 
coal, exactly as they are found ,in some parts of this country, lying amidst 
shales and sandstdnes, ·often of a friable structure, and abound in~ in mica . . 
Tbe fossii plants, too, are nearly related in , both countrie.s. ~ncl some -iden-
. ti cal. It is true tl1e coal in some instances in .b:urope, as at. St. Etienne, in 
France, is found resting upon the naked granite, which is exactly the case f 
with the coal measures of Chesterfiel·l, Vrrginia; thi~ lies in trou~hs of · 
_granite, the edg,-.es of which crop out ahove g;roun·d, showing the exact limit, 
in some instances, of the coal field. NQr is it to be supposed that, because 
intrusive rocks of a granitic character have appeared subsequent to fossili-
ferous rocks, the base of these coal measur~s has thus been formed, and 
coJernporaneou.~ly with the carboniferous deposites which repose on .them, 
for the Chesterfield granite is a well defined and beautiful porphyritic gra-
nite. with its red crystals of felspar, precisely resemblin~ that of Shapfell, 
in Engbnd, and forms part of that extensive g_ranite formation which looks 
- at the Atlantic coast from the east flanks of, the Blue Ridge, and which I 
have traced far into Al:lbama. · 
Net· is that extn10rdinary coincidence ·1n ·hoth hemispheres, in the state 
of the beds of the carbo:-1iferous linir~tone, to be uverloolu~d~ Some of 
them, tecmin1,; with the imbedded exuvire of animals; others conspicuous 
for t.hc 'pbtes and irn"gular masses of chert, re~eri1bling the flint as it is seen 
in the chalk beds of Europe; whilst both alteri1iate with beds of com pact 
. c1degrees of crystallization, .and non-fossiliferous. 
Those who 'have seen the enchrinital and other beds of the European car-
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boniferous series, may see the same thing repeated in various parts of this 
country; in the western parts of the State of New York; at the Helder-
bergh mountains ; conspicuously in Tennessee, in Kentucky, and the State 
of Missouri. Here, in some _instances, the rocks appear to be con:ipose~ 
entirely of organic remains, whilst others seem t? have b~en de,,,.~os1te~ so 
rapidly as to have given no time for their product10n. It 1s at th1~ penod, 
however,. and, amidst this profusion of calcare~us matter, th_at su~h immense 
numbers of testaceous animals of the same kinds have existed rn both he-
mispheres.* 
It is deserving the attention of those eminent geologists wh? ?ave adhered 
to the opinion that all carbonaceous matter has a vegetable or1grn, tha~ many 
coal deposites in this country appear to have been effected under circum-
stances which <lo not favor that opinion. 1 In the lower slates in the State 
of New York, and not far from Poughkeepsie, are veins, at a high inclina-
tion, of non-bituminous coal, from one to more inchesin breadth. It will 
hardly be pretended that these have a vegetable origin. In Worcester, in 
Massachusetts, and in Rhode Island, it is associated with carburet of iron, 
and exists und~r circumstances that, notwithstanding the accompanying 
vegetation on the shales, which, nevertheless, does not form an integrant 
part of the coal, by no means points to a vegetable origin. There are also 
reasons to be adduced which may shake our confidence in the vegetable 
origin of the non-bituminous coals of the grauwacke series of the Alleghany 
ridges. 
In examining the structure .of the transition series of rocks, we perceive 
that it partakes largely of a mixed character, both chemical and 1necnanical. 
Many circumstances, presenting themselves under vario!]S aspects ,in differ-
ent and distant localities, point to a direct central origin for tae limestone 
beds, and for those siliceous solutions which have frequently changed the 
character of their fossils, and sometimes replaced the calcareous constituent 
throughout the whole beds; a fact observed by myself in the State of Mis-
souri, where certain oolitic beds of the carboniferous series-and which 
occur also near Bristol, in England-are entirely converted into siliceous 
matter. The presence of bituminous matter, too, in some of the fretid beds 
of this last series, would give strong support to the opinion that some coal 
beds may have been the result of outpourings of bituminous matter, and not 
of vegetable decomposition. The fcetj<l beds of the western part of the 
U nit~d State! are, in some places, so impregrated with bitumen, that when 
the limestone rocks of the canal were' blasterl at the falls of the Ohio, the 
bitumen oozed from the r0cks in great quantities, and was gathered for use. 
I have myself drawn bitumen in considerable and unusual quantities from 
these rocks. 
*In the car~oniferous limestones of Tennessee, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri, 
I made ~ery r1c~ _collections of fossils, many of which are identical with European speci-
mens ; rncleed, 1t 1s probable that most of the European genera will be found there. There 
are, however, great m1mbers of species which differ from those found in Europe, some only 
slightly, whilst others again are quite new. My scientific friend, Dr. Troost, profess~r of 
geology at the University of Nashville, and geologist to the State, has discovered some 
interesting fossils which, it is to be hoped, he will soon find leisure to describe. I saw in 
his cabinet an asterias, found in the carboniferous limestone, having five rays, but having 
lost the spines and epidermis. The following are a. few of a ve1·y long list of European 
cognate fossils I brought from the States above mentioned : Orthocera, encrinites, producta, 
SI;lirifer,, plagiostoma, natica, ampullaria, delphinula, euomphalus, tmbo; pentremites, trilo-
bite~, as~phns platycephalus, hamites, terebratula, bellerop~on, nautilus, cardia, trochus, 
turbinocha, cyathophyllum, astrea, stromatapora., calam9pora, ma.non, eschara, with an innu-
merable quantity of the zoophytes described in Goldfuss, 
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In these vast plains, through which the Mississippi passe~ extending 
rnar-1y hundred miles west, from the Cumberland moun_tains to the vicinity 
of the Rocky mountains, we have one . continuous floor of carboniferous 
limestone, and, as far as the geological eye is concerned, it forms one un-
varying flat; for, although the superficial lev~l is irregular, that of the cal-
careous formation, lying beneath the arable soil, appears not to vary much. 
:r had occasi<m, during my la-te tour, to examine the coal bed·s, in various 
parts of the State of Illinois, ~hich bound the Americ-an bottom; a coal 
measure is opened there for the consumption of the city of St. Louis, dis-
tant seven miles and a half. The coal lies in the bluff, which is about 80 
feet high, between ledges of limestone, in a perfectly flat seam, JI?easuring 
' about eight feet to the floor. From the stratum of compact limestone super-
incumbent on the coal, I obtained a, fine productus and a -terebratula; but in 
the slaty shale above it, which is loaded with sulphuret of iron, I coul<l not 
obtain the slightest impression of a plant. It is the same with the coal on 
the western side of the Mississippi; nor does any part of that extensive 
carboniferous country preser.t a basin-like appearance, into which trees or 
plants could have been washed, or in which aquatic plants could have ade• 
.quately grown; but those who are led by practical observation te assign a 
subterranean origin to the extensive floors of limestone on which the coal 
reposes, would also probably indulge the idea that these coal beds may 
have had a similar origin, fortified as -it is by the existence of bituminous 
matter in the beds of limestonel and by many other considerations. 
· Extensive as this immense field is, where bituminous coal is found ·de-
posited in so many places, yet _it by no means represents the geological c~n-
. ditions under which bituminous coal is deposited in other parts of North 
America. In the granitic trough of Virginia, the eoal lies amidst shales 
and loose sandstones of a: micaceous character, the superincumbent shales 
affording fine specimens 'of vegetable impressions. In the great ·bituminous 
coal measures ' of western Pennsylvania, separated from these Jast by the 
primitive chain of the Alleghany mountains, the coal is found amidst simi-
lar but more indurated sandstones and shales, high up in the hills, which 
-have been truncated and furrowed out into valleys, so that the continuity 
of 'the veins is found without difficulty _in distant isolated hills. But this 
discre,pancy does not point to a different origin, since we kno'vv that how-
ever different the mineral beds in which the veins of' coal lie· may be in 
their constituency, a°:d the he!ghts at which they are found, yet that they 
are often well ascertained equivalents of each other, and that a difference of 
level, in deposi-tes of the same period, may be expected where continents 
have been subject to elevation and depression. , 
It may also be instructive to observe here that the eastern coal field of 
the soutlllcrn States, with which we are acquainted in Viro-inia and Ala• 
bama, may reasonably be inferred, from some known partial indications, to 
be continuous between those points. In Virginia, it has already become a 
source of great wealth, giving constant employment to rail-roads and ship-
ping. I can confidently assert, from personal inspection, that there is a 
very promising line of continuity between those extrerr.e points; and that 
bituminous coal, of a very fine quality, may reasonably be expected to be 
found in situations where it does not crop out on the surface. As an evi-
dence of the confidence which may be pl::1ced in geological indications, I 
consider it important to me 1tion, in a brief maHner, a coal mining opera-
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tion now conducting in England-and which had just been commenced 
<luring a visit I paid that country_ in 1~26:-upon the _sole groun~ of_ an 
entire confidence µlace<l in geological prrn<:1ples, and without, any rnd1c:1-
tion whatever of c-0al cropping out on the surface. A shaft was sunk at 
Monkw~:irmouth, near Sunderland, , in the county of Durham, through a 
group of c.alc:1reous rocks, w_hich were supposed, from the i:ri_mutability 
which rocks are believed tc preserve as to the order of St1Jiterpos1t1011 to each . 
other, to ovedie certiiin coal veins existing in contignous parts of the coun-
try. The shaft was sunk 344 feet beneath the surface before any coal was 
found; they then reached a small seam ·of one and a half inch~s in t_hic~-
ness. This occurred in 1831, after encountering incredible c!1fficullles in 
stopping an influx of water that had freque~tly almost overpowered them. 
They proceeded to a depth of one t.hou:and feet; when it became necessary 
to irwest more c;:ipital in pumps of greater _capacity, and this without meet-
ing more coal. But the proprietors had confidence in their open1tions, and, 
amidst the loudly expre~sed doubts of many of their friends, persevered 
until, at a depth of 1,478 feet below the level of high water rr.ark, they 
reached a very valuable seam of fine coal, and are actually now carrying 
their shaft to a depth of one thousand eight hundred feet, in order to reach 
a vein of coa·I Ion~ worked in other situations, and which they are confident. 
will be fou~d within that depth. This vein; when reached~ will repay all 
the outlay of cap;tal, and become a source of great wealth. 
In what.ever manner I have been able to regard the carboniferous series 
of rocks in the United States, however dissimilar the mineral structure of 
its beds and its levels may occasionally be, yet I h::ive nqt been able to re-
sist the impression, and could demonstrate, it this were the proper occasion 
to do so, tt)3t the)a?;eneral structure of the series is a fair equivalent of that in 
Europe, and has probably been produced by the same cause:-. 
Tile next rocks in the geological series are those which lie immediately 
above lhe coai measure?, and belong, by common con8ent, to the secondary. 
This divi sion includes a very important number of beds which have never 
been found in the United 8itates; we may possess the equivalents of some 
of them, such as the muschelha1k of the Germans,'~1nd the red lane.ls of De-
vonshire; further i nvest1gations will probably determine that poi'nt; but the 
geological investigations which have been made east of the Missis:;;ippi have 
scarcely left us any ground to expect that any of the members of what is 
called '• the oolite formal ion," from beneath the purbeck beds to the lias 
inclusive, will ever be found on t.his side of that river. It, however, may 
not be said to be tqually true of that group of rocks which lies )Jetween the 
coal_ measures an<l the lias. This group, usually characterized by the for-
mat10? call ed_ new r'ed sandstone, has been always considered an important 
depository of µ;yp~um, as well as 1he so11rce from whence salt brines have 
been <lerived in many parts of the eastern hemisphere. The brines of this 
cou_n :- ry al'(.! deri vc? from so 1:nany sources, that this group is by, no means 
entitled to be considered their ·geological depository in th.e United States. 
The mineral waters of Saratoga, in the State of New York, and other mi-
neral w~ters ob:ained at Albany, _in_ thilt State, are very strongly impreg-
nated with munate of soda. containmg upwards of sixty parts of thilt mine-
ra~, ~n_d these waters ri se thro11g;h the_ lower slates which repose upon the 
pr1m1tive rocks. The salt wells of Kiskiminetas, in the State of Pennsyl-
vania, are fed from beneath the carboniferous limestone. I have been fur-
_ished with borings effected in that part of the country, \Yhich have extend-
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ed to ~even hundred foet, and have passed through impoitant vein~ of bitu-
minous coal. The floor of the valley ~here the remarkable salt springs come 
up, near Abrngton, in Washington ·county, Vi~ginia, i~ transition limestone. 
The brine is so strong that it only takes five bushels of water to make one 
bushel, or fifty pounds of salt; great quan_iities o~ sulph~te of lime come. up 
,, with the bi;ine. This loc::ilitr, whether ~n re!at1on ~o ~ts valuabl~ depos1te_s 
of gypsum, the powe:fu_l flpw o~ the br!nc, 1ls_ unl1m1ted quantity: or the 
structure of the superficial. bed~, 1s more interestrng than any one of its cl.1ss 
which I have ever seen. I .could na·me other localities resemblini; these. 
On Uie other hand, the salt. wells of Selina are fed from a deposite of a marly 
character, which occasionally has a strong resemblance to sume members of 
the new red sandstone group of Europe. As this gre~t branch of geology 
has hitherto r·ece1vcd very little attention in this c9untry. and awaits inves-
tigativn, I shall dvvell no further upon it at 1we:i;ent. 
Ot the super ior portion of the ' secondary rocks we pos~ess representa-
tives of some very important members, perbap,., of all those comprehended 
in M. De la Beebe's cretaceous group, in which the inferior associate beds 
of the chalk are found. The chalk of commerce I have not\- et seen, nor 
any thing whJch can b~ considered its equivalent. Chalk mar"le, however, 
and green sand, ,vith adhesive· clays, imbedded fossels, (gryphfe) of a Ius. 
trouo nacre, I have had opportunities of examining in various southern por~ 
tions of the United States. If the mineral character. of these beds, from 
their occa~ional dis:-.imilar appearance, c,ould raise any doubts as to their equi-
valency, the decided char11cter of their fossils would certainly remove them. 
The agreement of the fossils found in some of the beds in the State of New 
Jersey with those of the green sand an<l associate beds in Europe, when con-
sidered in connexion with their geological position, can leaYe no doubt, in 
the mind of an experfonced geologi1-t, of the first being true equivalents of 
the lait.; and this fact was,announce<l several years ago.* What makes this 
conclusion satisfactory is, tliat the last division of the geoloµ;i'cal series of' 
rocks, called tertiary, and which, in its natural order, ought to be found re- , 
posing on the crefoceous group, is actually found there. The beds of this 
division approach the top of the geological series, and, comin~ so near to 
the pre'.-,ent order of nature, we may r~asonably expect to find the remains 
ofanjmal existences, simihr in the two hemisphere~under similarity ofcir-
cum~tances, and closely a!li:J to existing species. All this has been re:i.lized; 
•In a country l ike the Fnited States~ where almo,t every m:m has an active vocation, ancl 
where few have had any leisure to devote r.o natural history, it is not unreasonable tel suppose 
that the labo1·s of the few have often slnmbeeed in the records of unobti-usive societies, ti!!, like 
those seeds which require a long inhumati ,, n before germination, ' they evolve themselves, 
often to become goodly rilant;;;, anc~ overshsdnw the land of science. It often happens, 
also, that individ1rnls belonging to that class that inconsiderately assigns no import ance to the 
reaction'wbich accompanies disi ngenuonsness, watch the moment., and transplant to t.h f· ir own 
, adva11tage that which they never planted. l m_ust, even if it is at some expense of "·hat is 
due to an official clocument, separate myself from hose who set such pernicious examples. 
The hte Cuvier, w;ho v.-as e~·ery thing to natural science, has justly clenounced such men as 
guilty oft.he highest degree of moral w1·ong-. I take great pleasm·e in declaring· that :Mess1·s. 
Vanuxem ancl 8. (.;. Morton, of Pennsylvania, two zealous and disi nterested cultivators of 
geology, were the nrst persons who tat1ght the tme geologic,tl posi<ion of the bed~ ill New 
.Jersey. ancl thei1· pi·obable extensio11 to the south, whe1·e they ha,·e eventually been foan<l. 
I could not say what I have said of these cretaceous and supel'•Cretaceous beds, anrl observe , 
silence as to the meritorious observations of thqse gentlemen,, witht111t being unjust both to 
thern and my~elf: for [ think any man who \Vould, at this day, at'empt to give to a des-
cription of them a tone of originality, with a view to overshadow those alone entitled to cre-
dit, woulll justly rendei- himself obnoxious to tJ1e charg·e of having pirate<l their labors. 
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we find many shells of this period identical with living shells on o~r coast , 
at present. In relation to the members _of the secondary a~d tert~ary ~or-
mations of which I have just been speaking, I can &ssert with sat1sf.1et10n 
that I have examined them on the spot, in the States of New Jersey, Mary-
land, Virginia, South Carolina, Alabama, and Arkansas; b_esides ~aving 
seen the characteristic fossils of the first, which were taken from their beds 
in the State of Tennessee, and from corresponding situations several hundred 
miles up the westwardly course of Red river, beyond the limits of my late 
tour.* 
I cannot, therefore, but consider the beds I have last enumerated, together 
with their fossil contents, as establishing a most satisfactory agreement be-
tween this portion of the geological series in Europe and America; ~nd 
when we add to the list the lignites of our country, and the equival~nt qua-
druped a land Saurian remains found in both countries, it may be asserted that 
there is no important discordance between the marine and fossil remains of 
their cotemporaneous periods; for time will probably diminish the list of 
non -equivalents on both sides. vVithin a very short period, the eurypterus, 
a remarkable fossil crustaceous animal, discovered som~ years ago in the 
United States, and then entirely unknown in Europe, has been discovered 
there. 
It would be inconsistent upon this occasion, with the duty I have now to 
perform, to enter upon all tho~e details requisite to bear me out completely 
in what I have advanced of the agreement of the European and American 
rocks, an.J which I must defer to more appropriate occasiol'l5. That opinion 
was communicat~d by me, a~ far back as the year 1828, to the Geological 
Society of London. To those who are interested in geological results, with-
out having studied the science, it will be still more satisfactory to know that 
this cons~ant suc(:!ession in the order of rocks, in respect of their superposi-
tion to each other, is invariable, as much so as that of the ·order in which 
the letters of the alphabet stanJ to each other; so that this result, which it 
was my int~ntion to show in entering upon this sketch of the principles of 
geology, will be apparent to them; that the study of the structure of this 
globe is not that of an inchoate mass, the parts of which were thrown to-
gether at random, but that all the parts of the globe which have been geolo-
gically examined, have contributed in turns to establish the now generally 
received truth, that the crust of thl earth contains a series of rocks that have 
come into existe~ce, in rege1lar successi~n .to each other, af,ter a particular 
and apparent <les1gn, and that all the prmc1ples of the science, as they are 
established in one ~ountry, can b~ successfully applie~l in every other coun.: 
try, for the promot10n of human industry and prosperity. 
I now proceed to the results of mv late tour. 
I was well acquainted, by reputation, with the lead <leposites in the State 
of Missouri, though I hac! not, ns it turned out, any accurate ide~ of the 
' geological structure of the country. It was important for me to examine 
them, as they we_re sit~ate? amidtit the public lands; and the southern p~rt 
of the Stat~ of M1s~oun being cont~rminous with the Territory of Arkansas, 
where my rnstruct1ons led me, I directed my course to the northern foot of 
foe higlilands which extend to the Missouri river, and which lie between 
*These fos~ils were gryphcea convexa,. ex~gyra costata, ostrea falcata, peden quinque~ 
costa~us, cardmm: &c. F_l'Om the depos1tes rn Alabama I have lately collected amm'onites, 
baculrtes, belemmtes, turntcll;i, grypba:a convexa, exogyra costata, and numerous fossils of 
the cretaceous group, some of which are identical with their Eur?pean congenera. 
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it ;ml Re<l riY~r, with the intention of passing d~·wn them from 3S0 30' 
' n orth latitude to their southern slope at 34° north latitude. Ia passin g 
th rough the States of Tennessee, Kentucky, an d Indiana, I hnd observed an 
u 11usual dispositi _on in numerous beds of car bo niferous limestone, (some of 
wh ich, . in the two fir st' states. contain sulphuret of lrau, e ncased in compact 
.'sul phate of barytes) to pass inte> siliceous matter; not only were the fossiis, 
· 'with few ·exceptions, all con ver ted into ilint 9r chert , but, in some insta nces, 
1he beds- were principally 'made up of continuous plates of s_ili ceous matter, 
after the mnnner of the chalk flint ir-i Europe. I subsequently found' this to 
··be _ve1~y much the case in -the State of Mi~souri, and in the vicinity , of Her-
culane um., some of the calcareous beds consisted of about tw o-thirds of their 
bulk of sil-~x. About thirty-three miles from th e city of St. Loui s, and -about 
one mile north ot the_ Platt:n creek, the Miss iss ippi being very low, I ob-
served an important change in the rocks. A qed of quartz ose sav1d~tone, 
which can only be observed at that -stage of the \Vate r, and. which .is covered , 
by a sli ght r isP- of :the river:, juttecl out into the Mississippi. F or some dis- , 
tan ce it had a loose gra'nular texture, consisting of quar tzose g rai ns held to-
·-gether_ wit~out' ceme nt. In some situations_ it crumbled between the ringers 
into sand, but in others it w as suffic ie ntly induratcd to make a strong rock. 
T he bed run s i,nto the bluff above it, which is a feti<l limestome, ofa sandy 
character, and contains sulphate of barytes. T his was th e first indication I 
· fou nd 9f an approach tv the lead dis tricts. ·The charac ter of t he limestone 
beds, as they are seen nem.·er to Herculaneum, is altoge ther changed here. 
:i:ns'tead of co mpact limestone, with regular sean;s and blotches of cherty 
matter, I had suddenly come upon an extensive de poEite of s iliceous matter, 
w ithout any lime; and whic~1 co·vered the .. lower limestone beds, and with 
calcareous beds superimpo8ed -on it, extremely siliceous. In neither of these 
deposites did I ever find' a-ny organic remains. Sou th of these beds the banks · 
of the Mississippi are low, and a valley intervenes; the disappearance of the 
· solid contents <Yf which is r e·i1dered less <lifficult to account for, by the want 
of tenacity in ·'the rqcks. From thi s µoint I ascended the country in a direct 
west rourse, and soon got upo11 the extensi ~·e open -~arrens~ with_ their strag-
gling trees, which form the table laf!d of that country, and whi'ch are con- · 
stituted by t'he calcareo-siliceous fetid beds .I had examined on Jhe banks of 
the Mississippi, and which repose there also ·on the granular sandstone, as I 
had frequent occasions ·of discovering in the ravines and Jenuded depre·s-
sions of th,e country. fo one of'these slopes, which was well uncovered by 
a perennial spring of some power, I saw lithogr:.1phic stone of a very go(?d 
q uality, Jy;ng amongst some thin, beds of -lim•~stone. 1 P,urs~
1
ing a southwest 
course, 1I found the ' country broken an<l rolling, the heights p~incipally con-
stituted of sandston,e, with limestone uniformly underlyi ri cr it in the ravines. 
As I ac:!vanced, I found the mineral ch~rncter of the coun~·y less simple, the 
rocks very 1:n uch .diversi.fied with accidenta l minerals, and ev·e y thing an-
nouncing a f!}etalliforous district. I became now desirous of finding some 
'ri!1tural sections that would assist in expla ining the phenomena around me, 
but I could frnd none, and could hear. of non,e, so that it
1 
became necessary 
· for me t<_> examine the localities where mining ·operations were conducte(1, 
· in order, ~y an examination of the subterranean ar:rangement of the metall,ic 
beds, to form so'me estimate of th eir direct ion and extension towards thorn 
parts of the country where th~ public lands lay. _ I accordingly visited the 
most a~cient "diggings" which had been partially carried on ever since the 
3 ' 
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French had had possession of the country, but I found that th,e irregufar 
manner in which,those diggings had ~e~n conducted aJm9st baffiec~ ,evertat- , 
tempt at systematic investigation. ~ he sulphuret of lead, or'' mrneral~ as 
it is called in the lead country, has heen, in cerlain localities, at ::1ll pmes 
found in fragments near the surface of tr,e ·ground, from the si?e of ~ pin's 
head, in which it ca n be picked' up in great quantities where the ram_ has 
w::1she<l the soil, to masses wei1:.;hing several hu n<lred pounds . So~et1m~s 
pieces of an intervening size are-found, \.Vhich hav~ been affected by at,trr-
t ion; but, more frequently, the "mineral" preserves its a11gles very fresl~. 
:is it might be expecl_~d to do from its bri tt le cubic structure. Various o_p}· ~ 
nions have beon entertained of the.: cause of so singular a distributio·n
1
of this 
mineral substance .irt loose piece:;, and occas ion al ly in such great quantiti~s, 
near tHe su'rface of the earth . The consequence has been, thal the whole ad-
jncent cou ntry whe:-e ' the mineral has been found, !,as be~n excavated info 
·pits, from six to twenty feet <leep, so that in 1he lO"calities of such districts 
jt would be impo'ssible to drive any carriag~ hy daylight, and i mpracticable 
to ri de securely on horseback by night. This disorder into which the coun-
try has bee n throvvn, is entirely owing to ignorance of the ,geological struc-
ture of .the countrj;, and the commonest principles -of mining1 and is much 
to be regrette~, as it w,ill ,greatly embaTrass future efforts, in those localities, 
at systematic mining. 1t would be superfluous to enter into any mineralo: 
~ical detail of those diggings, or to render a ve ry particular account of any of 
them, since nothing can be more 'rude than the attempts at ,.,colle~ting ore 
wh ich they e_xhibit. ·1n ,particular localities im mense qu:rntilies of sulphate 
of barytes, or "tiff," as it is na.med, masses of quartz ·rock, cellular, and oc-
casio nally coated with niammi"lbry crystals 0f great brilliancy, and, in other 
j11s!ances, cl profosion' of dark red clay, are thrnwn out of th~ 'diggings, to-
gether with the mineral.. , • 
It was at Mi ne la Motte I fir st received satisfactory evidence that the bro-
ken up mineral I had seer. in the diggings hacl been· occasioned by an acc~-
dental derangement o,f the regular structure of metallic veins, and to which 
I had always attribute d 1hcsc appear;,inces. , . 
The coun,try around presents an extens ive table land, almost denuded o,f tim~ 
ber, through which a few sl ight streams r un, which are used to wash· the soil 
tak~n ou! of tl:e shallow diggi_n gs. The whole surface is cut out into pits of 
vanous size~, frorp fou r feet diameter to some exceeding twenty feet square, 
wi th ~n eqmvalent depth . These h,rger areas huve been the result of a dis-· 
co very o·radual ly rr. arlc, that. the l9ose fragments near the surface, 'which 
were forrn~rly the s? le object of the diggings, were connected with mineral 
imbedu ccl in t bc solid rode Hence, Iai:-ge are:-is bave b2e·n· opened, withohlt 
much rda~ion to m thou, sometimes to the extent of half an ··acre and ,O'un-
powder i!S e_m p!oy~d to bru~; t the ?1et~llife1:ous rock; so · tmat mini~g in °th is 
particular cl 1::,tr1ct 1s become precisely what quanyino- is everywhere 'else. ' 
The history ~f tb es~ diµ:gings, and the manner in ,~h icl~ the sulphuret of 
lead j5 ofte;'1 found, _is as f?llows . . The streams washing through the super-
ficial gravels sometimes d1sc]o5ie valuable deposi tes of the ore. Achrentu-
rers.f~11ow up th ese indications wherever found, and commel'lce their d'ig-
~ings: w he n th c_y reach a depth of twelve or fifteen (eet, or as soon as it be-
com es inconvenie nt to throw ·out the,earth, or hoist out the mineral a new 
digging is co:mnenc~d, a?d .agai n abandoned for: a new excavation~ 'Fr~-
quen tly th e su perficial s?d for about a foot will be , red earth, mixed with 
1;1ammillary q1:al'Lz1 cal led here "mineral blossom," an<l petr0-siliceous-
stones; a dcposae of re<l clay of a few feet is then generally found, resting 
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upon a heel of gravel and flinty .peb_b1es, . in wh_ich .the Jumps and fragments, 
indu<;ling extremely srpa1} pieces of ore, are fo~nd. Deposites of this 
kind do not d;ffer,, in any • particular of mechanical arrangement, from 
any grave l deposites I have seen , espec ially the grn,vel deposites~ of 
~old in the south~rn States! with which I have been some tim~ conver-
sant, and which are, ,vithout exception, the detritus of rocks brought 
into these superficial beds by aqueous transportation. · Beneath these 
' free cleposites lies· the real rr'.etallic formation of the country, consisting of 
the fetid calcareo.silicP.ous rock before described~ frequently s.o mudh de.com -
. pose,d as to admit ~f being shc_>Velled out, and traversed by horizontal barn;ls 
of bright galena, or su1phuret of lead,' sometime~ one inch thick, and fre-
. quently a foot th ick . In other si tuation s, the ore 1s very mueh diss~minated 
: in the rock', although ahvays confined it: a vein or banµ)ike .bre:+dth, , of dif._ 
f.erent <li'mensions. Where the · ore is mt1ch disseminated, and the rock is · . 
specl~led with metallic particles for a great' bread th, the pre is usu ~lly less / 
productive,. yielding about -40 or 50 per cent. of lead, ,7xhen the compact 
.. miQ.er:al in ofher situations yields 65 per cent. Upon such O(."!casions it appeai:s 
to contain an excess of sulphur . In some instances, I observed broad veins 
with a c~:m~iderable dip, but gern;rally the ba ~ds of ore . were nearly horizpn-
tal. 'n~is locality appears to furni sh _a full explanation of the singular man-
ner in which the ore and the sulphate of bar_y_~es, in which it is often sheath-
ed, have come into that free an_d broken situation in which they are found 
· "in t~e superficial deposites. I observed veins at the top of the metalliferous 
formation, and ben'eath the superficial deposites, in quarries fifty feet across; 
an"d t_wenty feet deep, containing fragments of ore of various. si-zes; brig~t 
. 'and sharp, with the vein, as well as that part of the rock thr,ough whic_h it 
. pa;sed, much shattered' an<l dislocated , _the back of the vein being broken in 
numerous pla~es, and the contents exhibiting strong marks of sudden vio-
lence. Sometimes the galena was rent into shivers, sometimes its horiz.on-
tal s~eet was broken up, and parts of the bright ore left standing on their 
edges, some, in one direction, some in another, and the re mainder left flat in 
its old place. In some places t.he ph<::nomena resembJe those presented in ' 
·the chalk cliffs near· the Isle of 'Wight, in England, where the' beds are upset, 
and the seams and nodules of flint shiv~red. This is not the ca~e, however, 
with all .the veins. In. varioL1s quarries of Mine la Motte, espe,cially those 
which go by the name of Mine la Prairie, where more than half an acre of · 
ground has been un,,covered to a .depth of twenty fee t, the sulphuret of lead 
, 'is. not only seen running horizontally in hard· ·coivpact veins in ' the calc~reo-
s'il iceous rock, but is sometimes diss,emina~ed for a great e_xtent, inry~pecks 
th1:ough the rock, affording to tpe eye sufficient pro.of that the stony ~nd me-
tallic matter 'was deposited 'at the same ·time ; for, abstract either of them 
. ' ' and no principle of adhesion wo,ulcl 'be ,left for the remaining mineral: occasi on-
ally the rock ch~nges its character, becoming either calcareous or silice'ous 
'- al~ogether,1 and indeed the structure diffe rs so much as to- be _s9metimes hard, 
sometimes soft, some'times gr,anular, sometimes compact. Sometimes a bed 
, of ~a'ndstone, three feet th ick, :v ill lie upon a s'e~m· of bright n~ineh1l six inches , 
or a foot thi ck, though more generally it is mu.c'h 'thinner, and -lies.in a fiat 
'p!ate. I have, .l~owever, seen i t in v:cins of tvv_o feet thi?k. The deepest dig-
ging or quarrying· I observed at thrn place <hd not- exceed #j: wt'nty-.five feet; 
,' they had not, yet begun a regular system of ~i9king ' shafts an<l cutting out 
drifts, but no-doubt t_his will soon be done, as both the public and , priv~-
lands aroun<l the whole region of Mine la Motte are, in ,my estimation, un• 
l ~ ' 
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<lerlaid by rich veins of galena, th at descend very Jeep towards the ce~tral 
parts of the earth . The superficial indications of this TQineral are unerr1i.1ig. 
On the ay.iproach to a minerai <listrict, numerous loc~liti_es pre.sent a co-nfused 
hut distinct an<l rather unvaryin(T character of crystall1z:it1on. Imperfect nqdu-
les of siliceous matter, masses ofm m millary quartz, the crystals ?f vvhich are 
often superinduced upon chalcedonized concentric layers with an agate struc-
ture, indications of su lphate of barytes, with small fragments of sulphur?t of 
lead in the rain furrows, betray th e metalli ferous rocks: these are the s1tua, 
tions which arc chosen to commenc_e new di ggi ngs in, and with invaria ble, 
success as far as respects the finding ore. But from smme works whi,ch have 
been 1 ecently constructed, and which I had an excellent opportunity of ex-
aminincr, I am confident a thorough reform in the whole system of mining 
in that interesting country is about to take p!'ace, and that it will. hencefor-
ward be cor1dncted upoh aekno\vledged principles, consistent with the true 
r1ature of metalliferous veins, and tha t economical admi nistration of the mines 
which will e1•a ble them _to con trib~te powerfully to the national resources. 
These worlu•, which, when 1 visited them, belonged to Messrs. T:'lplit and 
Perry, 3: re distant four or fi ve mile.ls from Vallee's m::1es, an<l about twenty .. 
five miles from the point where I observed the quartzose sandstone jut ou~ 
into th e Mississ ippi. They are situntcd in a small valley at the foot of a 
r:c.lge of calcareo-siliceo.us hills, and aboun<l in the external ir.dications· I . 
have before described. ' The propri etors, disregarding the superficial ores, · 
and confiding in th e metalliferous nature of the rock formation, had boldly 
sunk a shaft, in imitation of some practical miners from Eniland, on the " 
other side of the hill, and had been rewarded wi th t~e most perfect su ccess. ,. 
In sin king this shaft, they had come, at ra ndom , at a depth of about sixty 
f\ et deep, through 'decomposing calcareo-si liceous rock, upon a vein _of sul• 
phuret of lead, and, going down, had reached another horizontal vein up-
wards of one foot thi ck, c;1nd thro,ving out from it numerous subordinate 
Yeins and threads, into all of which the v had cut ·drifts, where;veu the mine-
ral was suffi cienty abundant. · They ha~l ~unk th
1
is shaft to a depth of about ' 
one hunc.lrcd and ten feet when I was there, and very obligingly let me 
down into it, and gave me every aid and facility in examining their works, 
which enabled me to observe the very curious structure of these metallife-
rous rocks, and to form a satisfactory opinion of the geological sfructure of. 
all this remarkable country. . 
In pursuing _tl~e ' main horizontal vein, I came, in success;o11,' to_a · great 
nu~ be~ of ~av~tI~s ~r pockets, analogous to those of some parts of the gold 
regwn m V1rgrn1a, rn the calcareo-siliceous rock, of various sizes. Some 
of these caves, as they are there called, are not more than four or five fe'et 
across, whilst others are much more extens ive. I examined one which was 
about forty fee t from top to bot om, anq abou t thirty-five feet in diameter.. 
The uniform horiz_ont:ility of t~1e 'teins would, in. my estimation, have left 
an extren:e obs:ur1ty ~b~ut th eir ori gin ; frnt, before I, reascended, 1 had ah 
oppor tumty of examrnrng r,.vhat th ey called the nwin channel which 
p_roved t~ be an almost v-er t:cal vein, filled with compact galena, .add ~bo~t 
eighteen inches broad. I fa ncl the course of this lode to ,be about N. N . E. , 
and S. S. W ._ wi_th an incli natio n of a~out 18°, and upon exa;nining it for-
~her, and rev1~wrn g what I had ~een b~fore, I had no longer any difficulty 
rn understanding that these honzontaL veins, and their subordinate ones 
were lalE!ral jets from the main lode, .after the manner that Mr . .McCullor,l; 
has described the structure of the horizontal injections of trap rock into 
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sindstone at Trotternish, iri Scotland~"' Havii1i made these observations 
upon the directio n of these veins, I comm enced an .exam ination of their 
structur~ more in,_deta il , and found th ey were all what is callerl in SOIJle of 
the mining districts of England wet ve.ins, being, witho~t excepti on, en -
c;ised,, not in suli)hate of barytes, but in pure br ight red argill aceous m atter, 
quite w,et , below, apd cutting wi rh a bright waxy face . 'This red clay 
aecompanies the galena wherever it 12;oes, always including it as in a sheath, 
and carry ing along with it someti,nics nodules of quartz, and of iron, zin c, 
an'd g:ilena, which last compound i~ called by the mi ners dry bones. Every 
one of the pockets or cavities ,vas filled with this red clay, even the large 
orie I inent)oned ; but at the bottom of each of them was a thick bright 
plate of sulphuret of leac.l,"that seemed to· have :rn 1nk to the bottom by ~its 
specific gravity. · All these circumstan ces see m to po int to ·a projec tioi: of 
this ·metallic and ·mineral matter from belo w. -r At these mines, when cir -
cumstances are favorably, they can raise and bring to the ::-urfacc, as I 'vVUS 
informed, 5,000 pounds of th e min eral a c.fay-a quantity that could be 
easily quadruplerl if the den:iand for the me_tal justi fied i t. This sulphuret 
yields sixty-five per cen,t. pure lead of commerce. I had occasion to ,ob-
_ser.ve, in numerous in.stances, that the mineral indications on \he pu"blic 
lands were quite as encouraging as at the establi_?hed mines; but this mine-
ral of lead, to judge from obvjou s appearances, exists in such in conce ivabie 
profusion in th,E: metalliferous region of the south of Mi;souri and the nort51 
of A'rkansas, that, like the iron of which 11 am about to speak; ~t may 'he 
relied on for countless age~ as a so urce of national wealth, and an intermi-
nable supply of th~ most usefo I metals. · . · . 
Having completed my·examination s 0f the l_ead mines, I pt.1rsued a south-
erly course, with the intentio n of v~si t ing the dist rict of pim itive rocks, as . 
it had, been ' described to me, \vhich lies on about th e sc1me parallel with th e 
heaJs of th~ Merrimack river. At a consi ,derable distance I perceived 
very lofty hills M a d ifferent aspect from any I had ye t crosseJ, and having 
an abrupt and sto ny ascent. The rocks upon the sl o"pe of the chain are fol' 
a cons,ider;1bk dist:-rnce denuded, and present a well defined sien.ite., The,. 
chai n at a· distance .appears to run 'N. E . and S. vV., but, upon crossing it, 
ancl examining it inside, it deflected into a crateri -form, remmding me, in 
some of it:s features, ot some ancient volcanQes I had see n. In varCo us por• 
tions of this district I fo und varieties of greenstone, alter·nating with some 
horizontal rocks entirely quartzose, and containing no lime. _Up'on one 
lofty hill of sieni te I found immense breadths o,f thi s s iliceous rock, ex-
tre,;ely and ponderou sly impregnated with iron; an d at a distance of about 
a mile from this, the iron incre~sing in quantity in the int'ermedi ~te distance, 
I came upon one of t he rarest natural m'etallic spectacles I have ever seen . 
Upon a mound sparingly covered with trees, I o~served a veinlik~ mass of 
iron of the micaceous oxide structure, and having a bright metallic fr acture, ., 
of a steei gray. , This vein was about 150 feet above the surface of the 
adjacent plain, and at. the surface had the appearance of being'roughly paved , 
with black peb~l,es of iron, from dne to twenty po.un ds wei ght: b'eneath th e 
surface it appeared to be a solid mass. I measured the vein frQm east to · 
west full 500 feet, and I trace·d it north and ' south 1,900 feet, until it was 
covered with the superficial soil. _ Un,usu·al as is the ·magnitude of the sui)er~ • 
*Vide McCulloch's "Western Highlands of Scotland.'' 
tDuring the eruption off Sicily, in '1$32, when the volcanic island was formed, the agita. 
ted ocean was filled for several weeks with red mud. · 
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ficial cubic conte·nts of this vein, yet it must be insignificant to the s~bte:ra--
nean quantity. · ,This extraordinary phenomeno n fille<l me with adm1ratwn. , 
Here was a single iocali.ty of iron offering all the resources of Sweden, and 
of "Yhich it was impossible to estimate the ;value by any other tern:s t~an 
those adequate to a11 a nation's wants.* Upon a more·minute invest1gat10n . 
of the country, I found other similar metallic beds , though not of an equal . 
extent, and all upon tbe public lands. 
This sienitic chain comes up through the calcareo-siliceous beds of t_he 
country, extends for several miles, an·d stands s'eparated from all other rn-
trusive rocks, as far ,as my in vestigations permitted me to ohserve c some 
parts of it are traversed by veins of trap, none which came under my pbser-
vati.on exceeding; a breadth of two inches. At present, I am disposed to 
believe that it is an independent mass of intrusive matter, which has been 
erupted iri the most remote periods; and I leave it to fot:;re ' philoso phical ' 
0bservers to decicl·e whether .it is c·otempornneous -'lvith the, t;eneral forma-, · 
ti oni- of the country, and the injection of the metall•ic veins which I have . 
described . It is highly probable that the shattered veins whicld1ave been 
before i-poken of, and their parts left in different positions on their edgP,s, 
have bee a rendered so by accidents posterior to their origin. The proxi- , 
1:.ate causes do not require to be looked for at a great distance; the neighbor-
jn[!; intrusive masses of sienite announce subterranean operations of great 
magn itude to have been at some period at work, ancl we have evidf'nce 
that the adjacent co~rntry is oceasionally_ subjected to volcanic action, per• 
/ h_a ps attend~d ,~·ith, electr_ic po\-~er·of grea_t exten~, from t:ie viol~nt ~o'.1c_us-
' s1ous to which 1t was sub1ectod 1t1 1812, tvhen New ·Ma cl rid. and its v1c1111ty, 
:.nd the neighboring cou~1try to a,conside~abie ' distance, vve re so agrtated. 
Upon tbat occasion , extensive distric ts were raised and depressed, old Jakes 
were chokecl up, and new ones.forn1 ed. New Madrid is no t one hundred 
m ile~ from th ef,e sh att ered veins: the influence of the earthquake of 1812 
was felt in their v-icinity; and we can easily conceive ·, of an' €1ectric force , 
pass in g through these veins at some other period, and bringing the·m .into 
the di srupted situation in which v,re now find them. 
As I advanced to the sou th, the .country bore th e appearance of being still 1 
more pregnant with metallic mat!er; it became very .billy, the e'levations at 
various points exceeding perhaps two thousand feet from the le\ el of these-a. 
It was a succe5ision of lofty hills. and deep glens. of a~ arid petro.:~iliceou's 
cha'r;acter. Noth ing was to be f.P-en but nodules of fl int ::;i. n<l hornstone, masses 
of man millary quartz and . siliceous gravels, w ith not unfrequent traces of 
copper. Quartzo.se fl nd siliceous matter seemed to have universal dominion; · 
and so incoherent and anomalous were th e mine ral appearances occasionally, 
that iT I had not traced the formations from the M ississ ippi , and kept a steady 
eye upon theri;, it would have been impossi~le for me to suspect that I was 
,valki n~ over the ~quivalents of the carboniferous limestone. Yet this was ' 
the fact ; for, on descending' into some of t11e deep gl ens, where there was 
a prospect of finding th e rocks denuded, it o(ten occurred ,fo me· to find re-
gularly stratified bed~ of quartzose scindstone, underlying amorphous masses 
of petro.siliceous matter, with rnammillary quartz, nodules of opaque flint in 
co r. ce ntric circles, a0c.l compact sulphate of barytes strewed around, with 
fragments of sulphuret of lead profusely lyin g abo1,1t where furrows had been , 
ma<l~ by the rain. I crossed some lofty hills of massive dark reddish greeq- , 
*[t yields abo it 70 per cent. of fine iron, but is found not to weld.easily, which I attribute 
to an excess of s1tlphur. , 
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·sto11e, lying in a course about 1,011thv·vcst from the· ·sienitic chain .. On the 
1 
ffan'k.s of some of those hills I found other extensive ~1eposites of m1caceous · 
· · oxidP of iron. and frequen11y oxide of man gar.e~e, wh ic h the_ hun~ers call 
blaclc tin. .Zinc also is not uncommonly1 met, with; and nothing 1s ,m'ore 
. general, especially i ;dhe fluviatile deposites near the streams, than profuse 
quanti~ies 'of bog-ore and i•ed oxide of'iro n. 'l'his is especially the ca'se with 
the d-epos:t.es of the five r St. Fr.a.ncis and its friburaries. 1 
It ivoulcl be· but to repeat these incidents , to 'deta i'l , in a tr1inute ma11ner, 
my progress to vVhite ri\fer, in th_e Ter,.itory of Ark::rn~~as. The country 
presents a continHal chang;e 'of level, a never-ending succ~~~ion of hills an d 
valleys. From a· remarka ble eminence in \Vayn~, the m·ost-soutlieh1 coun-
ty in the State of Mlssouri, I cnj.oye<l a singularly splendid v.iew; numer0us 
_ Jofty _ridge·s were seen runni'ng parallel to each other to the north an<l north-- , 
west. -'fhat upon which l stood, could not fall far short of three thousa.nd 
,feet from t~e level of th e ocean, vvi.,s not more tha\1 one hundred feet hroad, · 
and had a semicircu lar form-,.. which imparted a crater-like appearance to the ' 
deep and gr oomy glen beneath. T J-~ is was a:j savage as .the wildest nature '· 
rcould make it, and possessed' a fearful , yet a ttractive. char,acter. The extent 
and grandeur of the view, the silence and 'solitude of th e scene, we~·e im-
pressive; no birds were present, and it was uninhabited by wild beasts ; for 
th'e country was of such an arid, siliceous nalure, that there was neither wa-
ter nor herbage, both necessary t0 the srrialler- animals, which are the im~ 
. mediate motive·s tha t l_ead the rapacious ones lo prowl abo ut. • . : · · 
The summits of these' ridges have all the ipetro-siliceous character before 
described, and the calcareous beds are yery com'monly founil in the ravir1es ; 
oecasionally, however, some of the regular beds · are quartzm;e; and upon 
one oceasion I found the oolitic beds of the carboniferous limes toue, · which 
I had 'recognised in th '-: Cumberland mounta in .near Spart;-i, in Tennessee, 
and subsequently in Kentncky, enti:ely silicijied, with the ovula lin impair-
ed by the change--a fact in geology as important as i t is rare, s·n ce it shows the 
influence which si
1
liceous solution,s have had at some remote per.iod, not only. up 
on o:r;gan'ic remains, but upon the calcareous rocks ·in which they are _ imbt:d-
. ded. From the preceding geological circumstances of the parailelism of 
these ridges, the almost uniform presentation of the . calcareous beds in th e 
' valleys, an<l tpe petro-siliceous beds being superimposed upon them, I· am 
led to class these val)eys amongst those which , have been oaUed· va!le;ys of 
denitdation, co nsidering the country to have been at one time continuo us as , 
to elevation, and ·that the valleys have been scooped out by the agency of 
waters, at some period when the ocean has retreated from this part 6f th~ 
country_:...an operation to which l have for a long time been led to attribute· 
the peculiar structure of some of the Alleghany riclges. . . 
. After leaving the waters of the St. Francis, I had to cro'ss tirnse stre::ims 
which are tributary to Big Black river-streams of grea.t beauty, all.,tising 
in a siliceous country, and so ·extrerrlely transparent that it is .almost impos-
sible tq take the fine fish they contain, at their g•reatest depths, by dayli ght. 
These streams all run through alluvial bottoms of varions dimensioqs and of 
great fertil i_ty; but at their confluence with B_ig Black . river, an immense 
breadth of alluvial soil cornmencef-l, which extends I southeast to the Mi.-isis-
sippi, '.enclosing vast swamps of deciduous cypress, b(1t , with these, exten-• 
:Sive rich bottoms ofland erninentl,y fitted for the culture of coHon and maize, 
and ,c~pab1e of sustainin.g a· great ,P,opulation. , These pu.blic land s, whichs 
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for a g:reat extent ofcountry, are subjer.t to inundation from the back water--
of the Jarrrc streams, c-ould, .as far as the informatio·n I received from persons. 
acquainted. with their'situation is a warrant for mr opinion, be in a great 
measure redaimed by construc t inti, levees at part icular points. At pr~sent, 
owing 1.o their liability to inundation, they are only know'n to the hunteI'. 
who f1:equents the ~eop,raphical lin e whrch separate~ Missouri from A~k~n-
sas, east of Big Black riv er, where herds of buffoloand el}r stil l mam. Whilst, 
I was in that neighborhood, I repeatedly heara of the buffalo, anc!. saw the 
hide of a large elk which had been shot out of a herd ,by a hunter the <lay 
before. The~e ,are supposed 10 he the only remains of the huffiilo and elk,._ 
{vh ich have lingered near the Miss issippi, in a district where man has not 
yet permanently occupied the country. 
Some of. the tributaries of Big Black river, such as the Currant and · 
Eleven Point rivers,. which disembogue in the Terr itory of Ark:rnsas, rise·_ 
far to the ·w~st, in 1 he high petro-sil iceous elevations before described. The 
following fact, as illustrative of the economy of nature, is,interesting, and 
was so constant in its occu-rrence th at a t length I came to co nfide in it as a 
geological indication. Wherever these stream&, to.wards their head8-, hac,d 
passed over nothin~ but s iliceous minerals, and where calcareous matter 
v,:as comparatively scarce, I founcl that those var iet ies of the fresh water 
shel ls belon g ing ·to the genus unio, whi'ch have of late been considered by 
some very zealous conchologists as distinct species,. w~re all wanting, except 
one or two, \vhich cunformed in their external appearance lo those sirbple 
types found in the northern streanis of the Atlantic poi't io i:;1 of the United 
~tates; those, for instance, which are found in ~he Schuylkill, in Pennsyl-
vania. \V hereas, where those st reams had penetra ted deeply into the hills, 
amongst the calcareous · heds, or ,had risen almost amongst tne calcareous 
heds at the eastern sloping;51of the hig!~lands, as the Strawberry river does, 
I found a very great number of those peautiful varieti es whi ch abound in-
th~: Cumberland and Ohio rivers, and most of the streams running through 
the carboniferous limestone of the _ country east of the Mississ ippi.* 
In descend ing the southern slopes of these _petro-silic-eous· highlands, I 
came upon the valley of Wh ite river, in Arkansas, which in some places js, 
ve ry bro~d, and cuts those highlands into two ,distinct portion~. Thi~ 
str eam,, which is very little known in the Atlantic States, is one of the most 
jmportant and beautiftrl rivers in the United States. lt takes its rise in the 
western edge of those petro sili ceous eleva tron~ which have received the 
de. ignation ?f Ozark m~unt.ains, and, receivin~ 1Jeveraf important trib~1,taries,., 
some of whi~h take their rise nort!;i ?f the 37° of north latitude, pursues its-· 
course for seve n 0r eight hundred miles of serpentine wind ings to its mouth 
south of t.he S-1° of norl~ lati tu~e, waterin?, th~t fine aNicultural count ry: 
am ongst the most c}:iarming portwns of the J emtory of Arlrnnsas, which is. 
comprehended_ in the co_un ty of 'Y ashington, and, pursuing a general east-
erly course to its grea~ tributary_, Big Black river, near which, having reached-
th_e confine~ o~ t~1e _hi~hl~nds, 1t defl.~cts to_ the south. ~o mi~gle its w~ters-
\1v1th, the. M 1ss1ss1pp1_. fh1s l~tter portion of_1ts ?ourse lie~ through the rich-
est al1uvrn1 lands, with excelie nt stea_m nav1gat1on the whole <listanc~ from 
, * I consi_dc_t' thi_s rema1·kable fact ~eserving the attention of those philosop,hical conchoro· 
gists who d1strngu1sb the present pe1·10cl by so much zeal and talent; for certain it is tha~ 
to a mind not indoctrinated in the myste1·y of specie-making, it appears probable th;t the 
external arrangement of a testaceous covering, whi<'h is- so much relied on as a basis-for 
est'.lblishing a species in the place 0f a variety, may be principaHy due to• the 1nesen.c:e oi: 
abse n<:e of calca1'eous matter. 
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its mouth to that of Big Black riv~r, a~d showing an evident practicability 
of being made navi~able still further -to""'.ards its seurces, two hundred miles 
· . to th/ westward, Big_ Black river itself might be made navigable for_ a 
~reat distance, and without much expense: if the \-villows and.'aquatk shrub-
bery) which impend over its banks in those parts where it is narrow, were 
only -removed,' ,it ,,_,;ould be perfectly accessible to stea_mboa~s . I .have de e-med 
_it proper to make these 0bservations, because simple improvemepts of this .. 
kind wquld lead navigation into the vicinity of those invaluable minera l 
deposites which I have before described·, and which, until someth ing is done 
of this kind, ·must romain inactive, together with many otl;er mi:-ieraJ sub-
stances both in Arkansas and Missouri, especially marbles and sto_nes of con-
struction. 
Having traversed th~ Vdllley of Y\7hite river, I again ascended the fornia-
tioris I had b'een so long upon, and with the same indications wherever I ' 
wei1t. Here again I found the horizontal limestone, overlaid by qtiartzose 
sa!1d/;tone and 'petro-siliceous knolls, but always without organic remains; it 
lVoul<l almost seem i.hat thp waters; which deposited these beds, \V'el'e too 
hot to admit of animal life. Desirous of not over1oading this report with 
geological c;lescriptions, for which a mo,re appropriate place will be foun<l in 
connexion with the geological sections I shall hereafter prepare, J shall pro-
ceed ro state that, having crossed Little Red ri\:er, Ol)e ·of the tributaries of 
White 1iver, and the source and diredion of which' is south of this last, an d 
' proceeded some dista_11ce :south , I perceiveJ a coming change in the geo-
logical •formations. ·' The sandstone became exceedingiy ferruginous, and', 
from an emi111ence .abo·ut forty miles from the Arkansas river, I haJ a: grand 
view of a perfectly flat wilderness, about ten miles };)road , terminated by 
lofty ridges running east and west. There was not a patch within the hori-
zontal bounds that indicated a se,ttlement; nathing but a dense forest, con-
taining, as I had· been informed, and ·as l afterwards found,' no water, except 
a few putl'id poo1s in the bottom~ of the bayous. In this grand picture of 
the wildest American scenery, there wa·s nothing \o break the ~o'mprehen-
sive •and uniform woody 'character, but an imme.nse confla~ratio'n tha,t was 
r:iging in the dista11're, ii1 my line of advance, imd from which rose a dense 
volume of smoke. Fires of this kind are often occasioned by the inadver-
tence of hunters, and sometimes purposely to drive game in particular di~ ' 
' rections. I had often pas~ed ,through , many miles of fired land, where the 
smoke not only obscured every thing around, but where it was 'a painful 
effort to-resist the inconvenience it occasioned. On extricatin~ myself from 
this .arid plain, I reached a ridge with an elevation of about 70°, and here I · 
perceived the geological formations were chan ged; the rocks had become 
highly .inclined; the sandst~ne ha~ becorrle much intermixed w,ith nafrow ' 
seams of quartz, which was not compact, but consisted of fibrous bundles of 
imp·erfect crystal~ clqsely wedg;ed in upon one another. · Subsequently, 
. pursuing a southerly direction, l crossed, within a distance of eight miles, 
four abrupt ridg~s, running east and west, 'consisting of highly i11clined 
redqish ferruginous sandstone, interse.cted by se,ams of quartz; and, e:xamin-1 
ing the cou11try around with greater diligence, I fo u~d that the sandstone 
rested upon · grau wacke slate. I had many oppohunities, durin~ the re-
maining part of my progress to the banks of the Arkansas, to v:rif y this 
observa,tion, ?-n d to eyatisfy myself th:at I.was upon the true eqt1ival_ent of the 
old .. red, sa_ndsto~e and gr~uwacke of Engli~h , geplogists. In various situa - . 
. ·1 
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tio ns I found the o1d red sandstone • formati on exceec.lin~ly broken up, a?'d· ' 
the fra gments piled up, as i,t were, in great masses. There are ~~me ~rn-
gu lar ins tances of this withi · hree miks of Little Rock> on the north side 
of the A rkansas river. 
The advance to Little Rock in this dfrection, is over tw0 miles of allu -
vial ::-oil, perfectly flat. and th~ extremely steep bank of the river, \J.uri_ng 
low· water, shows on the north side rio rocky structure whatever; bt:t on· the 
sou th side the grauwack~ slate crops out very boldly on the ba~k, and , 
being the first stony i.-ubst~nce met ,with ascendin g from the mouth of the 
Arkansas ri ve r, has give n its name of Little Rock to the present seat of 
GoYernment of the Territory of Arkansas. , , 
The grauwacke slate here is hi ghly inclined ,, and dippipg S. E. is "tr~-
versed by very broad bands of quartz; no red sandstone is superimposed" upon, 
it at . the river, but at a very limited locality on the bank I found a calcare_~ 
ons deposite containing marine fossil she1ls belonging to the ~ertiarY: beqs; '* 
'fhree miles west froni- Little Rock, this ~epositc reappears m cons1deraole 
qua nti ti es, and is quarried for the pu rp~se of making lime. A few, miles 
d istant from 'the seat of Government, th e old red sandston e is :ilmo·st re• 
p lace<l by quartz, especially to the northwest, in the d'irec tion of the Great 
Mammelle river. At a distan ce of five miles
1
from the town, the ridges .of 
old red s,mdst · ne occur again, runnini:; about east and west . T~e .Mam_-
n1elle moun ta in , distant about 18 miles from Little Rock, is an outlier of tlte, 
same form:.ition : the i,;outhwest aspect of this cone is very imposing, ;:rnd, ., 
bears a stron g resemblance to a pyramid; on approaching it, th~ \,ihole · 
fa9a cJ e pr~sentecl a lofty mural escarpment, about 700 feet above the level_ of 
the .Arkansas ri ver, accord ing to the co mputatio n 1 was able·to make, 'Yith · 
a broad talu s at the bottom. The southwest ,edge of this py ramid sho\~ed, 
the truncated beds of th e rock, standing at an elevation of 7 5°, arid ii1 S(>me 
places they were vertical. From the summit of this mound th ere ,is .a sur_-
prisingl :>-7 beautiful view of the surroundi ng country; wherever the siliceous 
r idges are,' pine timber exclt;s ively prevai ls, and where the rive r inundates 
the low lands, there the deciduous trees betray the inroads it makes. Im· 
mense quantities of rich land will be here reclaimed when the sysiem of 
making levees is in troduced. I also visited some isolated high lands on the 
opposite side of the river; one named Cry.stalJ hill had been }Jointed out as 
interesting to a mineralogist, and some perso ns at various periods had pre-
tended to work there upon a silver mine. Crystal hill is a mere ·outlier of 
old red sa ndstone, much inclined, and based upon grauwacke shale and slat~--
The slate near the river is occasionally very much diversified by strol'J.g, 
fer rugi nous bands, and at very low water shows a good dec1l ·o(sulphuret of 
iron. These minerals present appearances which have deceived some .san;. 
guine persons, some of whom I rret with, urgen.tly desirous of being cor-
rectl y informed on the subject. After I had completed my examinations of 
the Territory, and arrived at Li ttle Hock on my return, I . thought it a point· 
of duty to warn them against wastin g their means in a pursu it, of th e pro- _ 
bable advantages of which they were not co mpetent .judges, · arid respecting 
the prosecution of which they were unable to determine where they ought 
t0 begin, _and where they ough t to desist; and I stated to Jhem, ,vhat I here 
repeat, that I had never seen, in ~ny portion of the Territory of Arkansas, 
t he least indication of the precious metals, apart from a smail portion of silver 
cgntained in the sulphuret of lead. Nor, indeed, did I ever find in the transi-
•ostrea, turritella, calyptrea, cerithium, &c. · 
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tion rocks of this part ,of the country, any fossi l, except a new species of 
pentremite i'n the old red sandstone near the M ammelle. . . 
• , Havi ng made such .examinations in the neighl?orhood of Littl e Rock as 
my opportunities admilte<l of, I directed my course west, _towards the hot 
sp~in gs of 'the .\Vashita. On leaving the to vv n, I soon got once more t:P?n 
the old red stands tone, reposing on the grauwacke, :rnd ir deed never 1eit 1t, 
wi\h 1one exception, until I drew nigh to the Little l\'l issouri river, south of 
34,0 N . 1atitude1 I crossed a small sfream, called the Fourche, wh ich ru ns 
into the Arkans;fs; ·and the heads . of other streams s:~id to run into b:iyon 
· .Bartholomew, though I can1.10t vouch for the accuracy of_ this last fact, which 
I hi d fro m report. This is a strea1~ that will be of importance h<.:reafter ~o 
the settlers in that part of A rkansas, as it is very l1Jng, may easily be 
made navigable, and passes throuµ;h the fertile cotJnty of Chi cot, whence 
it disembogues finally into the Washita river, in the State of Louisiana. 
Whe1;e I crossed these streams,--an(l I add the Sa line river, another i-mpor-
tar1t tributary'of,thc Washita, which I crossed twenty-ei g,1 t miles from Little 
Rock,-I invariably found , upon -a minute investigat ion o( their beds, the 
same tertiary deposite of n1ari'ne shells* · whiclr ! had seen at Little Rocle 
In the bed of the Saline_. I fou nd, at a dtpth of not more than a foot under , 
the s~1rface, a regular c3Jcareous royk, en closing immense ·quan tit ies of oyster 
shells, the rocky part being evidently form;ed from the broken down exuvire 
of marine apimals, disintegrated in long period~ of. tim e. Th~ s~tt1ers in 
the neighborhood , whose -chimneys .were-built of mud, w~1ich ha<l to be re-
placed annually, were extremely well pleased with the discovery of a mine-
. ra~ so. useful to them for domestic purposes. At thirty~fi,~e mil~s from Little 
Roel~, the country is covered with fe rru ginous con glomerate of the old red 
sandston~. · VViherever this lat ter rock is found , the pinei- prevail s, as is usu-
ally the case in siliceous countries ; but, about (orty-eight miles from Little 
Ro~k, I observe_d an approaching change in the timber, the pine having 
entirely disappeared, and being replaced by deciduous trees. 
· Where this change comrri enced, I found a total chang~ of mineral struc.-
tu re; the old red sand.stqne had gii:en place to an anri c;nt greenstone, c.on-
taining great quantities ·of crystallized hornblende. · The rocks rose here 
about one hundred and fifty feet, and • having reached the top, I sav,: 'I was 
upon the brim of what, in the wester_n part of V irginia, near the Clinch 
mountain, where I have seen several, as well i as in the neighborhood of 
Sequatchee valley, in Tennessee, 1s called a cove: this cove, which is not 
quite circular, but rather affecting the form of a gourd, has an interior basin, 
which. slopGs pleasingly <l~wn, an<l contains, probably, 1,500 acres of very 
excellent soil. In various parts -of the bottom, I found laro-e masses of de• 
composing felspar, studded_ with black tourmalines, some of which ,vere in · 
Jong prisms, whilst, others formed a stellated fi(J'ure of beautifully delicate 
circular r<1ys. 1 S'ome of th_e felspathic rocks w~re filled with amorphous 
masses of white sulphuret of iron, believed by many persons. to be silver . . 
In other parts of the cove I found masses of coarse grained, sieni te, consist 4 
ing of red felspar, horn blende, mica, and some quartz ... Bt1t what will always 
give celebrity to this remarkable locali ty~ ' now caile<l .Magnet cove, is t.he 
magnetic iron which . abounds there. There is an extensive mound of it 
covere,chvith pebbles of 'magnetic iro~, from an oun.ce·to four pounds weight. 
*Oftti~ Eoc~ne period of M1·. Lyeii. ' -
tPinus Australis, Mich. · · 
' ' 
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From some. examinations I rn.ade by digging, I am certain the.se loose peb-
b1es like those of the vein of iron in Misso't1ri, overlie masses 0f the metal 
' h • 
. of prod.igious . extent. Some of the specimens I obtained, po~sess a sur~ri,. 
s ing ma~netic power; and such is the influence of the mass rn p1ace, tnat ✓ 
Colonel Conway, the surveyor general, inf9rrned me he had been ~?a.ble t_o 
su r vey the country, as the medle will not traverse on ~ppr~1acn11:g this 
1ocalitv. Fro1ih1 careful examination of the different portwus of this most 
intere;ting cove, I ca'me to the conclusion, that the whole structure of this 
, elevation, as far as its exterior as well as its interior slopes _were concerned, 
v,as an old g·reenstone b,elonging to the intrusive rocks, and occupying, for 
. a limited space, a pfoce amidst the old ;ed sandstone: Th~t, a_s f~r as the . 
gree n stone extends, all the trE:es are deciduous, and _w1thom 1t_s hm1t_ al~ the 
trees are everirreens and pines. It is impossible to look at tills quasi c1_rcu-
1ar brim, an<l~he cove below, and take into consideration, at the sarne tim~, 
all the minepls and metals foun<l ihere, .wii:hout being impres~~d with the 
op inion that it is the result of a very remote volcanic action, and is, perhaps, 
on e of those extr~mely a.'1cient craters that haYe preceded those of which 
basalt and lava are the· products. ' · · , 
Tl)e cl istance from Marr net cove to the hot. springs of the vVashita ~s :.i bout 
I I'.) , , , 
sixteen miles, keeping always upon the old red sandstone, and no change rn 
t he min eral, except one vei~ of gree nst~rne, with small plates of brown 
mica, which crops out at about half the distance. .-\.t length, nearing a con-
siderable riuge, arid turnin .~ into a small valley about fifty yards _broad, I 
saw, from the appearance of things, that I had reached the hot springs of the 
,Washita, so ~reat an object of curiosity to men · of science, and se Ii_ttle 
known to the rest of the world. . · · 
T~is nlley, which runs abo_ut north and s-outh, and divides two ·Iofty 
ridges of old rerl sandstone, extends abou,t ei12;ht hundred yards, and'- then 
deflects to the west. At the foot of the eastern ridge,'vvhich is about five hun-
dred foet high, flows a frvely stream, which rises in the hills to the northeast;_ 
this ri dge has, towards the top, a dense growth 9f pine anq oak 1rees, amongst 
\vhich ,'.lre strewed fragments o( the rock, often very ferruginous, arid piec'es,, 
of a strong band of iron ~fone which traverses the ridge in the direction of 
N. N. E. and S.S. W.and dipping S. E. with the sandstoue,at an angle 
of about 45°. There is, also, some conglomerate ·on thi., hjl1, held together ,b·j 
ferruginous cement. T~e stream, for a considerable distance, runs upon 
the grau wacke slate, upon which the sandstone rests. 1 had ent~red 1hc; 
valley but a short distance before,I s~w, on the flank of the east rida-e, a ' rock 
o_f a totaljy _different ch'aracter from that constituting the ridge, i~pending, , 
like a curta111, down to the stream, and I at once recoanif.ied it for , a traver• 
tino depos ited by the mineral waters. This curtain, ~vi th some intervals; 
extends for abo 11t four hundred yards frorn the slope of the rida-e presentin<T. 
- b ' b ' 1' sometim es a rupt escarpments of from fifteen to twenty-five feet) a-nd at 
other times showing itself in points and coves advancing into and receding 
from th e stream . This travertin extends back east from the -stream about 
one hu ndred and fifty yards, leaning upon the acclivity of the old red sand-
stone, to where several powerful springs are now situated. Some of the 
' springs rise i r:t the bed of the stream; one very fine sp'ring rises in its west 
bank, an<l numerous others, of which perhaps thirty rather copious ones are 
found at various heights on the ridge, rising through the old red sandstone 
rock. Of springs of fee~ler force there are a great many. Sometimes one 
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or mor~ of these are said to disappear, and it is· certain that new ones are 
frequ.ently' breaking out. Some of them issue from the rock at an ele_vation 
of at least one hundred feet ·from the valley where the present log cabins are 
built, a~d where a flouri shing village will no doubt exist ere long.' A more 
beautiful' aud• singularly convenient situation for a t0\'\1 n cannot be imagined; 
for, -bf the aid of the ~implest frames to support spoµts , the hot water may 
be' con·veyed to the h')uses im. great profusion, for baths and medical purpo-
ses, as well as for domestic uses. 1 Upon repeated trials with my register 
thermo~eters, I found the water of some of the p~incipal_springs to 9e 146° 
of Fah:renheit, and I never found it highei·, :,,)thoug h l should not, doubt that, 
durihg .very dry weather, when the mineral springs were not attenuated by 
the atmospheric waters, they would reach a few degrees higher . . But, du-
ring my stay, I always found the w;iter hot enough to make my tea without 
any further boiling, as ,veil as to wash my clothes. Indeed, in this ,locality, 
t he hot . water is -so abundant that I found a real trpuble in procuring cold 
water, for the hot springs 0c cupying a-breadth equal to four hundred yards 
of the base of the ridge, all the hot \vate1· was discharged in to the creek , 
,yhich in many parts was of a temperature just fitted for a warm bath; ancl 
,vhat further ass ists to keep 1.1P the, temperature of th e spring, is the great 
_nurn ber of_ hot sprin·gs risin g through tbe slate at the bottom of 'the brook. 
This 'can be.~een at almost a hundred places; and although the water does 
not. scald the hand there, still, upon insinuating my fingers a fe w inches 
_ below the ground at the edge of the stream, I was obliged to ,retire them i1h 
s.tantly, having more tharr once burnt them in that way. If (his stream 
were turned, it is incredible the quantity of water of a temper~ture perhaps 
alway's equal to 14.5° Fahrenheit, which might be ob tained . During the 
summer cfroughts, when the stream is lo'l-v, no . fish are ever seen in it~ the 
water l;>ei,ng too hot; but when the season arrives for the cold waters to 
ente,r the stream in considerable quantitie~, then tr,out, perch; and other 
fi s_h are taken in all parts_ of it. Lwas told, however, that at other portions , 
of the surnmcr, when the whole volume of the stre:1m was not so much 
h_eated) the fish would sometimes come up the brook in tl10s~ parts where 
n o sprrngs came thro½Jgh th_e slate, but always swam :ft a· particul~r depth; 
when crumbs of bread ,vere dropped into them, tlley rose to them, but stop-
ped when they reached the stratum of hot water, which -being. rarified, was 
at the top. Frogs and snakes, when forced in the hot water, or falling in 
inadvertently, immediately stretch themselves out and die. These mineral 
hot waters; except o-ne-or two of the spring,s, which are slight cbalybe:ites, 
are tasteless, having not the least saline trace. A person totally _unacqu'ainted · 
•with mineralogy, and not aware· of any difference between travertino mod 
ol d reel sandstone, might supposP. the mineral structure of all the rocks to be 
homogen·eous, and th a.~ the Wfiters, not differing in their taste from ordinary 
warm water, were without'any mineral constituent ; as the hot waters of the 
Washita have been reported to be; but these i rn mense t)eposites ·of carbonate 
of lime attest the contrary. On digging about twenty-five feet above the . 
level of the brook, I went through a foot of the carbonate, witl,1 fraces •o~ 
sulphµte of lime, and then through, a dark re'd oxide5 with reniform masses 
?t no~ular iron, . with botroid_al f~ees. Th~ sulphate was d~posited in lay'ers : 
rn a circular form . I th(m caf!1e to masses of ferr,uginous sarid~tone· belong-
-ng to the ridge. Tl1ese seemed to have been loose, and to have been rece-
rn ent~d by the c!eposi~es from the water, wh_ich had · filled up all their 
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interstices. '1 took out one larg~ mass of, iron, the walls of which w·ere, in 
some places, two and a half inches think, of rich h~matite, ore.,< the insi?e : 
of the nodule contai nino- O'ypsum an<l a deep red ~"{1de. 1 hese masses al -
most led me to supp,os~ ~hat 'they had been '<leposi ted hy .th~ . spring~, and i 
that the iron had thus .been a_ggregated by molecular attraction. I~ ,1s ,not 
improbable -t-h at the· ferrug·inous mo,tter has been ?arried to the11:, d~rrng the 
immense periods of time whic h have elapsed s1h ce the5e sp~·rngs fir.st ap-
peared, by atmospheric waters trickling am id st the fe.rruginous matenals of 
!he ridge; the iron certainly appears to be ::iccidentally there. I _observe~, 
also, that wh~re these great quantities of ,the oxide of iron were, it was evi-
dent a stream of hot water had pas5ed for a long period of tirne, an<l beneath 
the superincumbent deposite o.f car~onate of lime, which, as these hot w~ters 
have fr eq uently changed their clireciion, migh't very well be. I pe_r1ceived 
one considerable underground stream of hot water issuing .from a chv1ly n€ar 
the bank of the brook, and,. upon examining it, found the process goir:.g ~n, 
· iron depositi ng on the si_des, and soft seams of sulphate of lime a. lready esta-
blished. Under thest circumstancRs, ' I would not. pronounce any -of • th ese 
waters to be natural ch alybeatos. It is probable that a great many mineral 
waters acquire some of their ·prnperties in transitu . I have suppo~ed this 
to be the case ir. some sulphurett.ed springs I have ~een, that rise through 
beds of slate and coal, loaded with sulphuret of iron, unuch of wh_ich may 
reasonably be thought: at particular depths, to be in a state of decomposition . 
. For the c,ar110nate of lime contained in these hot waters, we may infer a 
different ori gin; nor can ,:,ve consistently assign_ t.0 the prodigious quantity 
of cal9ric wh ich has probably for such immense periqcrs· of_ time raised the 
temperature of these springs, any so urce short of those depths from whence 
the intrusive rocks, t_he veins of iron, and variou.s oth'er mineral phei.1orrl'ena 
of the vi ciu ity , f1'ave sprung. , ~ , ' · 
TJ1ese waters ri se in a very limpid state, but, as soon as they get into mo• 
tion, .and their parts ,become exposed to the atmosphere, a minel"al deposite 
commences, attach ing itself t.o dead leaves, to sticks, to any thing that serves , 
for a point of adhesion; upon this deposite a brilliant green, enain~lled 
looking substance pre,sents itself, which increases and th ickens,. in 'favorable 
situations, until it takes the thickness df half an inch. 'When this can he 
cletache,d from the calcareous matter it covers, it has a vitreogelatinqus ap• , 
pearance, somewhat of the consistency of those glairy substances prqduced 
in' stagnant water in very hot v;eather. As long as the v-tater runs over it, 
it continues to thicken and iouk green; but when the deposite has dammed 
up the cour,:se of the water, aqd forms itself another in a distar;t place, wh'ich 
it is c~nstantly <loin_g, then this green subst-a nce, being forsaken by the' wa-
ter, dne.s up, and crisps, up on the surface of _the ground, like dead licliens. 
This <l end stuff I examined with a povverful glass, and found that it , ~as a 
m_ineral ~ub~lance of a whitish gray color; on the lind~r side it preseryed 
sti ll a dead1sh green appearance . In 1the course of time it ~ndergoes a 
change, and chan ges to a c.l eej) black calcareous mould, on 1thc surface of 
\vhich I found, as is frequently done in decomposing travertins an immense 
, number of individuals of various species of he.Jix. ' . 
For many other curious details respecting this mineral su.bst.ance~ which 
appears to have some affinity with the constituetJcy of-so n:ie prairies I after-
wards • visited in the vicir:ity of Red river, I must refer to those more 
detailed observations that will more appropri ately form part of the labor of 
some future leisure ho urs, wh-:n some experiments which I have to institute 
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shall be matured., And in ~elation to an analysis ·of the mineral content~ 
· of the '·hot wateTs of the Washita, it was always my intention to have at-
tempted one, after' the best met~ods my very limited experience in oper~-
tions of that kind permitted~ and I had, on my departure from the Atlant ic 
· States, prnvided myself.with su~h apparatus and reagents a:5 ~vo1~ld ha:·e 
· enabled me to pret,luce some proximate result~; but, upon leaving St. I.oms, 
Mfasouri, perceiving it was more than d-oubt.ful whether J should ge t my 
luggage .through the :nountains, and a speedy o~po""rt~nitr, as I tho~1 ght, pre-
s~mting itself, l s~nt 1t by water 1to the mouth ot White riv~r, and ·1t had no t 
reached Little Rock when I left that plare for the hot springs. I was th ere-
' fore compel led to content mysel f with so'me ,1-;irnple exlmi nations of the ,va- 1 
ters, a_nd with _putt ing up carefuJly some bottles of them, in ord er, on my 
_retur!:], ,to submit them to the a11alysi-s of some di stinguished chemists, better 
_ entitled to the confiden c,e of those interested in the .r e·su"lt than l claim to 
be; ,11_;tlich ,a1~·alysis I b~p_e ere long ,to u~ able to Mate vvith the authority of 
. , the nan1e of the analysts. ?it That these waters annually perf()Tm very admi-
rable cures of chronic complaints inciden t to southern c-lirn ates, is well 
knovrn .there : and that their efficacy, and t.he beauty an<l salubrity of the 
cou~try, will ifoo1{ cause the !phce to b~ r,esorted to from far and near, as 
soon as proper accommodati·ons for• visiters can be prepared, is very obvi-
ous.. 'l'bey see m providentially placed there for the use of the inh:ibi tants 
of the low lands ii1 the vicini ty of Reti i"iver, ·and their value deser'ves to be 
nli31de exte nsively known. . · , A 
About three miles northe~st from the ho t sprin gs th'e CO!._!ntry is moun-
tainous, and b_rolfon, consisting -of cones and ridges from three hundr~d, to 
five hundred feet ,above the streams, whi ch meander in very narrow bottoms. 
If, in, Missouri and the north parts of Arkansas, I had observed the singu-
lar propensity to substitute siliceous for calcareous matter, here _I found the 
ferr,uginous hills of old red ·sandstone, someti'mes 1co nsist ing of- solid ma·sses 
of flint, at other t imes of a, beautiful novaculite, and a~ain of ferruginous 
·sandstone, with heavy veins of iron passililg ,through tl~em, and imparting a 
. chalyqeate c,haracter to many springs issuing from their slopes. These hiils 
contain that beautiful mineral substance called/ the Wasl:ita oil stone, which 
is someti1nes well expos~d iq small vertical layers, and which ~dhere so 
tenaciously to each other that, on account of the ir remarkable brittleness, 
th~y are separated with much Jifficulty. It.is. not easy, for this reason,' to 
obtain good specim~ns .of it. The curious ~rad.ations of th is siliceous mat-
ter, i_n the forms
1 
of ' old · red sa ndstone, flint, novaculite, horn stone; and . 
quartzose rock, are surprising. 'For many miles these lofty hitls present a 
succession of H-1-ese miner':11s, in various forms. In some parts rock c'rystai 
abounds in gr.eat profusion~ and of a ·good transp-arency ·aod large diO?eri-
sio,ns.: beautiful crysta-ls of quartz of a large size are also found, w-1th double 
terminations, and not unusual-ly of a bright topaz y ellow c~lor. But tl~e 
most remarkab le minera l I saw \v.as the uovaculite, or oil stone;' a, siliceous 
stone of a pearly semi transparent nature~ pre.':ienting singularly smooth natu-
ral fa,ces, and occ.asionally tinged, in a very pleasing manner,' with "metalli c 
solutions . . Lofty hills are found there, colnposed e ntireli of this material. 
On or;ie of these I saw several large pits, 20 to 30 feet deep, and as many in 
diameter, resembling inverted cones, the insides of ,vhich wen~ covered 
with };lroken chips of q1is bea~1tiful rpiner:al, some wh'ite, some red, some 
'* The gaseous volufue is i~signific.:H1'1, az-ot~ a;d a trace of carbonic acid; the solid con-
tents are carbonate of l ime, carb onate · of iron, and ':i trace of sulphate oflime. /, 
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carmine, some blye, some quite opalescent. In and P.ear ·these pit~ rou~d t 
and long masses were scattered about, of a, hard greenstone I had found in 
place 1_8 miles distant, and none of them too large for tl:e haud. - They were, 
undoubted ly, Indian tools, and these were the quarries from when~e the 
Indians had forme·rly obtained the materials they used for their arrow heads, 
and other weapons of offence. · I found no arrow heads there, however ,; bu~ 
subsequently •on many of the alluvial banks of the slreams in the country 
around, amidst the circ1Jlar boles and mounds, where their now fallen mud 
cabins formerly stood, prqcligious quantities of chips of the same mineral, 
and of broken arrow heads also, were strewed around; from whence it niay 
be inf.erred th at they resorted to the mountain,s for pieces of the min,eral, ' 
and carried it to their villages to fabricate. Although it is true _that no 
flints have yet been found in the Unit~d States, in the cl1alk formation, yet, 
in .Missouri and Arkansas, inexhaustib le qwrntities of flint are to be obtained, 
of the best quality, 'and from ,the ,most accessible si~uation,s. , 
During my stuy here, I endeavoured in vain to procure a guide to cross 
the country with me to Cantonment Towson, on · Red river, opposite the 
confines,of the Mexicaw1territory; in this direction, except for a short dis-
tancy, there is not even a bridle path; all roads terminate ,here, ,and the passes 
are only known to the hu:nters; but heavy rains had set in, and the m'oun-
tain streams were excessively s,-vcllen; the huuters, too, were averse to 
, break off from their favorite pursuit of bear-hunting, which comrnen,ces at_ 
this season. Deeming it imprudent to run the risks to which, under these 
circumstances, and ::rt so late a period of the ,year, and :vvithout a, hunter to, 
provide me with food, I shou ld have been exposed, I reluctantly gave up,.'my 
intention of further: exploring the hills i1'l that direction, and accordi ngly di-
rected my course to Red river, lower down ·the · \Vashita. 
This river runs upon, the grauwacke sl_ate which crops out in various parts 
of its banks, and it will deserve the attention of future travelle s to examine, 
with great accuracy, the rock,s in its vicinity, asJ saw indications, which I 
had neither the time nor the means of effectually pursuing, ' of the existence 
of non-bituminous coal, a fact of great importance to the future prosperity 
of that part of the country. The anticipation , too, is stren?;thenecl by th ose 
imp(Jrt~nt deposit~s- ~f anthracit~ coal, in .Pennsylvani~ and Virgini'a, being 
founcl 111 the trans1t10n formation. On _my way I passed between the left 
bank of the Washita and Magnet cove, leaving it to the northeast, an<l ob-
served the same differen 'ce on this side, between the trees growing on 'it and 
the evergreens gro ,.ving on the adjacent sandstone, whjch I had rerp,arked on 
my advance. The route led through a wild romantic country of flinty knobs, 
and little vales excellently watered. From the \'Vasbita to the Caddo river, · 
for Rbout thirty miles, the elevated parts of the country co,11sist of the same 
siliceous knob and uplands, some of them approaching to the oil stone of 
the Washita, ar;i<l wel l watered by numerous streams, vv ith limited bottoms 
of considerable fertility intervening. The my·rica cerifera, or candle-berry 
myrtle, was very abundant on these siliceous land s; the deer also were in 
great numbers, as well ns strong gangs of wild 'turkeys, ~trutting abont in 
their finest plumage. These birds occasionally take flight with as stron<r a 
wing as the wild goose, and light upon the tallest trees. Three rniles befgre 
I came to the Cad<lo, the country began to des~end , towards it, and nature 
began entirely to change her aspects. On crossing the river I entered apon 
an extensive level cane brake, in a bottom of great fertility. Here I aga in 
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found th~ tertiary lime&tone in the bed of the river, and in some adjacent 
bayous, with the fossils I had before seen at Little Rock. This is a favorite 
res.ort of pa-rroquets and ivory-billed woodpe9kers. The plants are all de-
ciduous; the old red sandstone, with its pines, is no longer seen, except at 
very distant intervals, where slight vestiges of it appear. _ The soil is of an 
excellent quality, and the bottoms are covered with laurel ,and holly, which 
last becomes a tree of considerable magnitude, having a diameter frequently 
of twelve inches. The almost impenetrable can~ brakes, lying five or six 
miles on each side of the Washita, (into which the Caddo falls near where 
I crossed it,) and which are of very great bread th ,in some parts of its course, 
to join Red river, and to where this last falls into the Mississippi, can ne-rer 
be ·reclaimed until levees are constructed to preserve the lands from inun-
dation. 
~ot far from the junction of the Caddo with the _Washita thete are some 
salt brines, the natural strength of which it is impossible to measure whilst 
the soil is · so saturated with river water, but eventually, when wells are 
sunk beneath the beds of the streams, and properly secured, there can be no 
doubt but that the country will possess salines adequate to its wants~ I saw 
specimens of sulphate of lime, also, which induce me to think that deposites 
of that mineral may be found ere the wants of the country may require them. 
As a mineral manure, it woul<l probably be found very valuable when ap-
plied to the siliceous soils north of the Caddo, as well as others yet to be · 
mentioned, a little north an.cl northeast of Red river. 
From the Caddo to Tournois creek, the distance is about fifteen miles, 
always upon good-level soil. Part of the country, however, was san<ly, with 
heavy beds of a bluish green clay, containing a trace of lime. I found no 
fossils or.impressions in it, but was induced to believe it was the equivalent 
of some tertiary beds I had seen near Shirley, on James river, Virginia. 
The whole of this part of the country almost seems to be underlaid with rot-
te~ limestone, derived from broken down marine shells. The country hence, 
for several miles, consists of good bottom land, full of holly and laurel, with 
occasional hills of old red sandstone of moderate size, with their: usual pine 
trees. Having gone about twenty miles, the country fell again to the south, 
and I soon came to an important stream which rises to the northwest, and 
empties into the Washita, callecl the Little Missouri, from its waters being 
of a dusky red, muddy color. OQ crossing this stream· I entered upon a 
dense low bottom of the richest soil, covered with cane,* )10lly, laurel, and · 
swamp timber, intersected by numerous b~yous; this lasted for three miles, 
'Yhen the country began to rise a little again; and, after advancing a few 
miles, I came upon a singularly blac-k waxy soil of a carbonaceous color, en-
tirely different fr0m any thing I had yet observed, except the surface of the 
travertino, at the hot springs, which, as I have before observed; was not dis-
similar to this, agreeing further in the prnfusion of helices and other land 
shells with which it abounded. The country here app~ared to consist of a 
chain of prairies running westward, and parallel ,,·ith Red river for a very 
great distance. Some of these prairies were mere bal<l spots, of half an 
acre and upwards, surrounded · by plants, whilst others were said to contain 
several hundred acres. In every instance they were surrounded with a belt 
of timber and plants peculiar to the countrf. I was informed by .Judge 
· Cross, a gentleman well acquainted with the country, and to whose inteUi-
* Miegia macrosperma. 
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gence and hospitality I owe many obligations, _t~a~ these _r~airies ext~nd 
probably many hundred IPiles to the west, an.d that 1t 1s an op1_n~on deserving 
of being entertained, that plan ta are encroaching upon the I?ramcs general~y. 
It was with sincere -pleasure I found m~s7If upon geological. grounds w_1th 
which I was well acquainted. The prames were covered with the fossils, 
which as I have before observed, characterize the New Jersey green sand 
formations,* but the superficial. soil was unifor_mly of a deep bla_ck col~r, 
resembling charred wood, and m wet weather 1,s of a waxy, plastIC co~
1
s_1s-
tency, that makes it extremely <lisagreeab17 to move amongst .. Its ferb11ty 
is remarkable, and renders it eminently fitted for cotton, wh1c?, as ~ ha_d _. 
many opportunities of observi?g, succeeds well. The ~lack soil, _wluph 1s 
substantially ealcareous, contains, as I found from slight experiments, a 
proportion of carbon. . . ~ 
This was one of the most lovely countries I had seen; a gentle rollrng 
surface and fine woods, in which is an abundance of the indigenous crab 
apple, t with the beautiful bow wood, t or bois d'arc, as it is usually called. 
On1examining vvhere the streams had abraded the lower parts of the land, 
and digging in various places, I found -that all these portions of the country 
which consisted of prairie land, were bottomed upon immense beds . of rot-
ten limestone, derived from the testaceous remains of the mollusca I have 
named, entire shells of which iQ...a §.Qft stat£ ar.e-still im-bedde<l -in the broken 
down masses once composed. of shells. The zone of black land here does 
n_ot appear to have a breadth of more than five miles-; wherever it is, the 
same fossils are fonnd, with the underval ves profusely scattere<l around on 
the surface. Sometimes the black earth gave place to a deep red marle of _ 
great fertility, but in this marle I found no shells, which seemed peculiar to 
the black prairie land. It was evident I was here upon an ancient floor of 
the ocean, from which we may infer it had retired with comparative tran-
quillity, the surface being so. little disturbed. The broken down marine 
snelly matter had accumulated into local beds and extensive hill deposites, 
after the manner in which we knoW' some existing species accumulate, and-
the general inegu larity of the surface was not dissimilar to that which is 
presented by the various soundings .of marine coasts, where recent surfaces 
ar~ forming .. These accumulations are more.or Jess covere<l with a vegeto-
animal depos1te, that, by the constantly actmg power of the elements, is , 
partially removed, and carried by rains to ·.\·ards the streams · hence this 
covering is diminish@d in some places, and thickened itt other~. In some· 
!ituatio~s the bl~ck s_oi l is t_wo or three_ feet_ deep, whilst in others it is only 
a f~w 1~ch0s thick, in which latter s1tuat1ons the tender ~oats of p1ants, 
havrng, rn extreme <lry weather, to contend with a caustic calcareous bed 
are liab]e to _perish; the I~dian corn, for this -reason, is sometimes wha.t i~ 
called fire~, _its ]eaves <lry111g up ~nd wasting away. These characteristics -
of the prame country, as far as this particular zone of prairies is concerned 
is common to a v:ast extent of country to the west of the points I examine/ 
To the east the zone extends from N. lat. 33° 40' to N. lat. 32° 30', in the 
State of Alabama, and can be traced at intervals to N. lat. 40° _ 3u', in the 
*Grypha'.a, con:7exa, exogyra co!ltata, &c. . 
tl\falus coronar,~, 20 feet high, 10 inches in diameter. 
iMaclura aurantiaca. 
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Stale of New Jersey. Throughout this very extended line, all of which I 
have personally examined, the characteristic shells of this subcretaceo11s 
formation have been found. I possess gryph~a, exogyra, and other shells, 
from localities far up the False Washita, the neighborhood of the Kiame-
sha, from Mount Prairje in Arkansas, from .Mississippi, from Prairie Bluffs 
in .Alabama,and from New Jersey, all of them identical; and in the subcre-
- taceous deposite .11 of Alabama, I have found the greatei-t profusion of the 
fossil equivalents of the genera peculiar to the green sand beds of Europe.* 
I hope at no di stant period to be able to ttace, with some precision , the 
ancient littoral bou nds of that geological per-i()cf, so clearly demarcated 
by all the un equivoca l circumstances I have described. 
In rel ation to those areas which have received the appellat ion of prairies 
from their surfaces, denuded of timber, being at certain seasons covered 
- with long grass, I am 11_0.,t of the opinion of those who think that all prairies 
haye originally been produced by firing the timber annually, and thus, by 
repeated com bust.~ons, destroying ths , timber as well as tJ1e sprouts. That 
much ground has been denuded by sueh means, I would admit, and the 
cause certai nly would appear a sufficient one for p1:airie rl istricts, to which 
no other cause apparently could be assigned. By whatever rnetho~ plants 
begin first to germinate in such <leposites, it is -evident, as 1 have befor.e 
stated, that where tfre--veget:rble matter is thin, and the season unfavorable, 
they are liable to perish; and where they would not altogether perish, it 
must be remembered that this country w:.is stocked, as the more distant 
prairies still are, with buffaloe:;;, who would, by their periodical occup:Hion 
. of the country in numberless herds, assist in exterminating plants of a vigor-
less constitution. These may be enumerated amongst the efficient causes 
of a prairie or meadow state of extensive tracts of country This view of 
the subject is sommvhat strengthened ~hy the 09served fact of plants, in 
modern -times; encroachi_ng on the prairies; for I have observed they encroa.ch 
on the sides where vegetable matter has been washed and accumulatedi 
~ findiug a nutritious bed there, i nto which they can pu.sh their innumerable. 
delicate fibrQs, secured fr0m the devastating teeth and hoofs of the buffalo, 
which have now all left this part of the country; for ,where man settlcsj 
that animal never remains long. But there is al!'£o another view of the 
subject. 
These vast prai~ies of the west, as well as the diminutive ones in ques-
tion, must be adrnitted to -he ancient floors of the o<!ean. vVhen it aban-
doned them, they were, of course, without plants_; and unless w~ admit 
their spontaneous growth, we Il}ust suppose them to have germi'nated from 
seeds derived from plants growing on lands which had been lef t with a 
higher level than the ocean, before it receded from these prairies. Their 
borders would, of courrn, be planted first, and thus we ca11 conceive of 
every new gen eration of plant:; giving some of its seeds to the witHls and 
the waters, and gradually extending the forests, like the pfrsent members 
of the human family, advancing upon, and settl ing the country for the uses 
of posterity. This see ms a more natural and just method of accounting 
*Mr. Conrad has person:dly exa.minecl tho -: e beds with his usual judgment and inclusti-y ; 
and their fossih have been beautifully -figured by Mr, Le.1, a conchologi.cal collector, in his 
" Contributions to Geology." 
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for the immense prairies of the w~st, and the pa11:pas of th~ ~outhern por• -
tion of the South American continent, than conjectural opinions founded 
on a convenient method adopted by the Indians of securing thE:ir game, 
and which they have practised . at al_l times, certainly with the _effect of 
thinning, but without; destroying the timber, a~ we lm?w fr~m the immense 
forests of Virginia, Tennessee, Kentua~y, Indiana, M1ss~ur1, and Arkansas, 
which were annually fired by the In~ians, t? burn the h1gh grass, that t~ey 
might better see their game-a practice which de~troyed the undergrowth, 
, but only thinned the trees; and no_w that the !nd1ans have left t_hese coun-
tries, we find the. undergrowth rapHlly oc~upy!ng the _ground agarn. Before 
we receive opinions altogether hy.po~hetical m relation to_ the _cause of the 
prairie condition of land, it seems as if we were bound to mqmre what was 
their first condition, consistent with the geological fact that they are ancient 
floors of the ocean. It, therefore, appears to me to be probable that many 
of these prairies have never, since the ocean left them, been covered by any 
vegetables of greater importance than the gramina. Under this view of the 
m·atter, it is consistent to ·suppose, what is personally known to me to be 
the fact in many observed instances, that trees and plants may be trans -
planted to those prairies with perfect success. 
- It has appeared proper to me, in drawing up an official report, which has 
for its object the practical ad-vantages fo __ be deriv-ed from . geological investi-
gations, to 'abstain from entering into the consideration of some of those par-
ticular branches of geology which - impart at this moment so much interest 
to the scientifi'! literature of Europe; and if I have inclined to the support 
of an igneous theory for the origin of the rocks in the inferior portion of the 
geological series, it is because I have been convinced, by _a long study of 
the mineral phenomena connected with the primary rocks of this continent, 
that there is no other conclusion to which similar phenomena can _ever pro-
fuably lead my judgment; and I have no reason to suppose it is unsafe 
ground, since the most eminent cultivators of the science in Europe, upon 
an examination of their own continent, have come to the same- opinion. 
The deliberate opinions of such men, enriched by all the aid that chemistry 
and other cognate branches of the science are susceptible of, are themselves 
authority. But I was chiefly Jed to express the opinions which are found 
~n this report, respecti?g t~e suppos~d expansive power resulting from the 
1gneous forces operating m the radial space, by the expectation that it 
would lead many ingeuious minds, who had not turned their attention to 
the_ ~tructure and origin _of metallic roc~s,. to exam~ne some interes_ting lo~ 
cahtI_es through the medrnm of these opm10ns, which, as they have never 
deceived me, would thus, I trusted, be useful to them. In this as 'well as 
in all my investigations, I ha~·e ?een sincerely desirous of making my labors 
usefu~, ra_thcr than of embelh~hmg them by any deviation from a rigorous 
exammati?n of !acts, upo? which all true and useful results appear to depend . 
. The ex1genc1es of socrnty have reached a stage in Europe to which we 
are advancing in this country. There , not only the metals, but every .rock, 
every ston~, cver_y bed of sand or_ clay, has its value. A quarry of stone, 
of whatever quality, produces an income, and canals and rail -roads are the 
facilities whic~ carry them cheaply to their destination. A very few years , 
.igo, geology, rn thzs country, was merely considered a li beral branch of 
I 
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knowledge; now, it is m1iversally deemed a science which teaches the true 
structure of the earth, and the most probable situations in which its metals 
and minerals are to be found. Before many years elapse, the study of the 
science will .be general here, because the wants of society are enlarging. In 
the increasing desire manifested in the States to establish geological surveys, 
_ we have the evidence of this, and of the existence of a spirit that must lead 
· to a very g1·eat development of the mineral resources of the country, as 
well as the extenston of its intellectual character. But, in putting these 
State enactments into operation, it should never be lost sight of, that the 
advantages to be derived from investigati.ons, the proper and sole objects of 
which are physical facts, depend entirely upon the practical experience of 
the persons to ,vhom they are to be entrusted. 
Geology possesses two classes of students, the conchological and mineralo-
gical. The first, which is the most numerous, is principaJJy engaged in 
collecting evidences from the rocks containing organic remains of a former 
state of things; whence to deduce arguments to show the true causes which 
have governed the present disposition of the strafified masses of the crust of 
the earth . The writers of this class are amongst the most eminent men in 
- Europe; men who are well acquainted with the inorganic rocks, and who, 
by their genius and untiring zeal, have made a deep impression upon the 
present age. The volumimms literature of which they are the parents, has 
found an immense number of admirers amongst men of varied attainments 
most of whom, though well acquainted with geological li terature, have not 
had practi~al opportu:1ities of examini~g nat~re extensively, and reconciling 
the complicated and m·egular manner m which, perhaps, the same operation 
is effected, in distant localities. 
The second class is composed of men who, keeping up with the ·know-
- ledge of the other branches, have devoted themselves rather to a practical 
study of that portion of the geological series which comprehends the metal .. 
liferous rocks, and the other productive branches. In England, the demand 
for useful information from this clas~ is sc:> great, that the profession of 
mineral surveyor has grown out of it, one entirely unknown at present in 
this country.* In estimatin.g the value of an estate there, the capacity of 
the agricultural Slllrface is not_ alone considered, but a great importance is 
given to the proba~le per~en_Jicular value of every acre,_ as it can be com-
puted upon geqlog1cal prmciples. !he-value of an estate to ah individual 
depending very much upon these circumstances, men of long experience 
and approved judgment are alone confided in. If this, as it must be seen 
to be,. is. of so much consequence to in<livi?uals, ~f what_ immense impor-
tance 1s 1t not to the State Governments, m putting then· enactments into 
~peration, to select in<li vidual_s of ~he greatest experience? For hovr is that 
complex appearanc~ of roc~s m ~1fferent parts of the same country, which, 
though altogether different rn their external characters, may be true equiva-
lents of each other, to be reconciled by men who have only studied them 
in books? or how e_an n:en claim to h_ave thei r opi_nions con~ded in r~spect-
illlg the tendency, drrect1on, and quality of metalliferous vews, upon ,vhich 
'i' Mr. William Smith, who has received the fi rst W oolaston gold medal from the Geolo-
gical Society of London1 was a mineral surveyor, and the autho1• of the first geological map 
of EnJland. 
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the outlay of great C3pitals depen<ls, who have never been down in a mine; 
and have studied minerals only from cabinet specimens? In geology no 
learnino- can supply the place of experience. A geologist may be an indif-
ferent ~nalyst, and no man is presumed to be a geologist because he is a . 
learned chemist or a profound mathemetician. Such an important trust, 
therefore, as is comprehenrled in the geological survey of a State, should be 
confided only to men of long approved experience. 
I have thought these observations not out of place, because, in the 
incipient encouragement now given to geology by some of !h~ ~tate Go-
vernments, and which will probab~y be dome by all of them, 1t 1s important 
that the few individuals in the country who have the requisite experience, 
should not be overlooked in favor of others; who are perhaps not aware 
themselves of the extent of practical experience required to make any man,?s 
labors valuable, and worthy of b_eing transferred to geological maps of the 
countries they survey. It mu1,t be evident that a geological map of any 
country, upon which all the important mineral and metallic deposites should 
be accurately laid down, with their direction, extent, and other important 
incidents belonging to them, would be of great value. How much, then, 
does it concern the interests of the United States, that rational estimates of 
the national resources, with all those infallible indications whi.ch should pre-
cede i·nternal improvements, and whateye.r else appert:ain-s to a monument of 
such singular importance to them as a general geological map would be, 
should be done with the utmost accuracy. It seems called for both by the 
best interests and the reputation of the country. 
Before I close this descripli ve portion of my report~, I shall ask to pre-
sent a few remarks on the Arkansas and Red rivers, which I trust will be 
found somewhat interesting. Both these streams are remarkable for their 
tortuous and serpentine course, ancl for the important deflections from their 
courses, which can be sometimes traced. The history of Red river illus-
trates well movements of this latter class. From the point where it turns 
to the cast, a little north of 31 ° north latitude, it appears to have once flowed 
in a south direction down the line of the Atchafalaya, into the bay bearing 
that name in the Gulf of .Mexico. There is a chain of lagoons on that line 
still rafted up with timber, and no doubt, when a head · was formed capable 
of resisting the current, it gave the river its present easterly di1:ection into 
the .Mississippi. In those remote periods, when th~ False Washita an<l the 
other tributaries of Red river were working out its channel, the deposites of 
timber must have been immense, not only filling its channel to the Gulf of 
Mexico, as I have supposed, but rafting up its present channel as low down 
as its present mouth in the Mississippi. The remains of those ancient rafts 
are still to, be seen, near its mouth, adhering to its banks, the main body 
having rotted away, and passed down with the current, to the point where 
the operations commenced of clearin g out the present raft. But even now, 
such is the abrasion produced by th~ river, that the annual accumulation of 
t~mber at the head of the gr~a! r~ft is very great, and the conseqent inunda-
tions fro_m back w~ter very 1_□Junous. vVh_en the great work of cutting the 
raft o~t 1s acco1~phshecl, an 1mme_nse q,uanttty of rich lands will be brought 
to their true va,ue, and the salubrity ol the cou ntry much improved. ,, 
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These chains of lagoons are foun~ both on the north and south !ides of 
R~d river, ~n<l -are an_10ngst the immediate causes of the insalubrity of the 
climate during certain months. The past summer w;is intensely hot and 
dry, and one of these large lagoons, near Lost prairie, on the Mexican side 
of Red river, a b~autiful t~act of land over which I passed, had experienced 
so much evaporation that 1t could not preserve its fish· the water became 
glairy, and incapable [of sustaining them? a~d ~bey ~ere floating dead on 
the surface. The course ~f the Arkansa~ 1s, in like manner, subject to con-
stant changes, as a small circumstance will lead to the deflection of this no-
ble, but too uncertain stream. The lodgment of a tree will be the com-
mencement of a bar that will throw the current to the other side, which 
beating against a low and weak part of the opposite alluvial bank, will, in ; 
short time, if the bank happens to form a reach there, wear its way throuo-h, 
leaving an island and a chain of lagoons in its old bed. In the vicinit/of 
the Mammelle mountain is an immense swamp, through part of which I 
passed, and which contains, perhaps, thirty thousand acres. The timber 
on each side, - being much killed by the water, stands clea cl in innumerabJe 
lofty bare rnagts, forming a picture of perfect desolation. The cypress,* 
the cotton-wood poplar,t and the populus 'f!l,Onilifera, the blackberry,t the 
triple -thorned acacja,§ and m~ny other freus, attain an immense size h'erc. 
The lagoons in this swamp extend for several miles where the old bed of 
the river was; wild geese, ducks, and other aquatic birds, are here in incre-
dible numbers, as well as swans occasionally. Nothing can be more singu-
lar than the aspect Qf the trees in this wild place. 'l'hei r trunks appear to 
be paiHted red for about fifteen feet from the ground; at that height a per-
fectly level red line extends through the whole forest, marking the rise of 
the waters at the last great inundation, which occurred in June, 1833, when 
the Arkansas rose thirty feet. Millions of acres of rich bottom land of 
these countries are thus rendered useless, and can never be brought to their 
intrinsic value but by levees, constructed at particular points, to keep out 
the waters from the direct course of the river, and the back waters of the 
bayous that empty into the river. Until measures o_f this kind are t~k~n, 
these distri cts will be a nuisance to the sett lers, both rn respect to their rn-
salu bri1y, am! their being the resort of the numerous gang of wolve which 
infest the country. I spen t one night in the swamp alluded to, th t of the 22<.l 
of Novem ber last. T he thermometer had fallen to 24° Fahrenheit, and 
~trong ice was making. The noise m de by the ince sant howling imd_ y !l-
ing of these animals exceeded any th ing I hacl ever h ard; . ome b~rktn _in 
one tone some screaming in another, as if ach was uffcring bodily pain. 
This upr~ar is generally loudest just before the_ appl'oach _of day, and ap-
pears intcndecl as a signal for traggl rs to come ml tie wild ·rac , wh re 
lhey usually crouch during the day . . - . 
_11 rom this point of the river cl~wn to its mo~th, a cl1 tan c of ho t 300 
mile~, a fine opportunity presents itself of studying,_ not only ~e tru ure 
of this vas t body of rich allUYial land, but of the action of t~e _ri. er~ nd I 
pa 1= secl 'a week in fol lowing it up to its junction with ~h M,. :·1 • 1PP1 lai:d-
ing un<l examining the country at many int r tin po~nl • ~ h \: ho! lin 
pre. cnt a succession of reaches, Rand bar, and mut. 1011~, piocluc din the 
Cuprissa distich . 
i eltis inlegrifolio. 
·t Populu ang11I. :i.. 
§ , ci tl'iac,tnll1 
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manner I have before mentioned, and the serpentine course thus established 
dou~les the distance. Its general course to the Mississippi is southeast, but 
it is constantly, every five or six miles, describing curves, and following the 
direction of southwest and northeast. · The channel is thus alternately on 
the right and left bank of the. river. Sometimes an extensive sandy beach 
will project itself from the opposite shore, and jut so far into the channel as 
to render it very difficult to get over~ with a boat drawing three feet. These 
beaches sometirries cover more than fifty acres of land, and are thrown up by 
the stream as it abrades the banks at the foot at which it runs. The banks 
being thus constantly undermined by the action of,11 the river, immense mass-
es of timber, and the lofty canes, t twenty to twenty-five feet high, that grow 
up with it, fall into the river with the earth about their roots, and thus both 
_ form the snags and sawyers which embarrass the stream, and_a point of re-
sistance which gives a new direction to it._ Sometimes, during the great 
freshets which descend from the upper country, the river not only breaks 
through the reaches of land which jut out into the river, but absolutely gets 
under the extensive sand beaches, and, lifting them up above the general 
level of the country, deposites them upon it. In this way, I have observed 
considerable portions of rich plantations, distant several hundred yards from 
the edge of the river, .buried several -feet deep beneath a barren sand. At 
other times, the freshets plough the whole of the vegetation up from th~ 
ground for thirty or forty acres, and deposite it in a mass, with all its timber, -
upon some eeach lower down. t _ This is the general character of the Ar-
kansas as I have observed it for several hundred miles. and I have been told 
by those who have visited it nearer to its so~rces, that it has, in some-places, 
.,, abraded the whole surface of the country for ten miles in width. 
These abrasions are more interesting to the geologist than to the planter, 
for the fresh fraature enables him to trace for great distances the party-
- colored deposites, alternating with each other, some white, some reJ spme 
gray, and often intermixed. Some parts of the banks are from 100 'to 130 
feet h~gh, and ~ssume an i~portant appearance in a country where the sur-
rounding land 1s much of it a low dead level. About 50 miles from Little 
-Rock the Red Pine bluffs occur, which the river is fast wearing down. 
Twenty miles lower down are similar bluffs of a ]icrhter color called the 
Whit3 bluffs, and about thirty miles lower down are the Pine bl,uffs, which 
are higher than the others. At the Red Pine bluffs there is a bed of lime-
~tone, see? at l?w wate:, .fo~med of broken down oyster shells, like those 
m th_e. Saline river. 1 his 1s the only calcare?us deposite within my know-
ledge 1!1 th~ banks ?f the Arkansas east of Little Rock, except one I after-
wards saw rn the h~g~ banks at. the post of Arkansas. This river presents 
a fine study of fluv1atile depos1tes, not only in the party-colored seams of 
the old banks, b~t wher~ they ~re. at present forming on the surface of the 
country. The rnundat1ons w1thrn the last ten y~ars have made similar 
. ~ ~ome concept_ion _may be fol'med of !he difficulties whi
1
ch first settlers have to contend 
with m these frontier s~ttl_ements, by statmg that a very respectable inhabitant, who resides 
about 50 m·les west of Little Rock, absolutely rode on horaeback w:th h' b · 1 t · ·t 
fj • l tl b <l f tl A k • . " · , • 1s r1c e, o v1s1 somdebr1em s, up 1e c o 1e r ansas r1v~r 200 miles, fording the river from sane! bar to 
san ar. · 
t Miegia macrosperma. 
t There is a fine instance of this at !\Ions. llarraque's, about 140 m'les from Little Rock. 
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superficial deposites; sometimes a layer of red clay, sometimes of white 
5and sumetimes a mixture of both, and occasionally large blotches or masses 
of ~hi tish clay, are enclosed in a regular deposite of red clay. Appear-
. -ances of this kind are familiar Jo geologists in some indurated rocks, but 
,have not been accounted for as satisfactorily as we can account for the de-
po~ites I have been speaking of in the banks of the Arkansas. 
· This immense river has its sources six or seven hundred miles apart. Its 
southernmost branch, the south fork of the Canadian, receives streams 
which rise near the 34° of north latitude; its most northerly source is from 
the Rocky mountains, between 39° ·and 40°; and its most eastern sources, 
or the heads of the Illinois, rise about 38° north latitude, at least six hun-
dred miles from the central and principal sources in the Rocky mountains. 
' The southernmost sour9es flow through an ancient deposite of red argilla-
·ceous matter for several hundred miles, and it is this which colors the Can·a-
dian and its branches. · To the north the western sources bring down mine-
.ral matter of different colors, but to the east the sources take their rise in a 
h igh siliceous country, and their mineral deposites are indicative of their 
origin. The branches of the Arkansas, included in this area, are nume-
r ous; the Illinois, the Neosho, the Verdigl'is, the -Canadian and its two prin-
cipal tributaries, are all :fine rivers, and would belong to the class of most 
.important European strea·ms. They are of unequal length, and, being 
separated by great geographical distances, are subject to increase their 
,volume at distinct periods; and this volume, on account of their unequal 
length, being emptied at .distinct times into the main channel of the Arkan-
,sas, the deposites which this last leaves, in its irregular progress to the Mis-
sissip,pi, are characteristic of the mineral substances which its tributaries 
and their branches pass through. The Canadian, which passes through a. 
red earth, has always dull red waters, like those of Red river, rising stil 
further south. We are hence enabled to assign the red deposites to the 
,materials transported by that stream, whilst the whiter and siliceous depo-
sites may be attributed to the eastern tributaries. Those who have had 
opportun~ties of observing the eccentric movements · of floods of this class, 
,soon learn to distinguish what circumstances, whether arising from partial 
,eddies, owing to the change of level prod'uced in periods of inundation, or 
/rom ordinary mechanical causes, have produced both the regularity and. 
_irregularity of deposites; and how it is that blotches of mineral matter, both 
_large and small, are found enclosed in deposites of a homogeneous charac-
_ter, differing from them, just as the whiter matter of the eastern branches 
of the Arkansas, brought down by the Illinois, is found enclosed in the 
e~tensi·ve beds deposited from the waters of the Canadian. It is in the study 
of phenomena of this character, where fluviat ile <leposites are effected upon 
so immense a scale, that perhaps an explan:ition of many difficult presenta-
tions of mineral matter, observed in older indurated rocks, may be suggested: 
Upon the edges of these ancient beds of the river are ·mounds and Indian 
.tumuli, with trees occasionally growing on them, some of them five hundred 
,years old; quantities of the Indian arrow heads are strewed around, and 
some are buried several feet beneath the d.eposites-facts which show that 
thi~ alluvial country, possessed · by a few bands of the Quapaws when the 
wh1~e~ first settled in in, has been, in very distant periods, inhabited by the 
aborigines. 
6 
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·Amongst the most interesting results of my late tour, I must enumerate-, 
first: ' , 
The establishment of the fact, from personal observation, of there b~,ing', 
in the State of Missouri and the Territory of Arkansas, an amount of the 
ores of lead and iron, of an excellent quality, not only more than adequate 
to any estimate of the domestic consumption of this nation, but such as may , 
justify the expectation that it will form an important eleme~t. heren~ter of 
commercial exportation from tl~at part of.the ~orl~. When 1t 1s con~1dered 
that the sulphuret of lead forms, as des~nbed rn this :epo:t, su.ch an impor-
tant portion of the solid rock, at one pomt; and that 1t exists, rn an equally 
profuse manner, perhaps, through various points for a distance of tive or six 
hundred miles,* this language will not be deemed extravagant. . 
But looking forward to the future prospects of these region1-in the mini~g 
branches of industry, who, that has had but a glimpse of those f~rtil,e allu_v1at 
territories to the south, penetrated by so many thousands of miles of river' 
navigation, where fifty millions-and a much greater number might be assert-
ed-of North Americans have yet to establish themselves; ~here the amount , 
,produced of sugar and cotton, which excites the admiration of our own dilY,· 
will be referred to as the mere germ of producti1;m hereafter; where, when 
.populous cities, increased shipping, and well protected plantations, shal1 have 
placed these imperfectly known regions in the same class with the most pow-, 
erful portions of the earth; who can doubt but that a part of the immense 
wealth thus accumulated will be ,invested in working the inexhaustible mine·s 
which lay, as it were, at the very door of New Orleans, a city evidently 
destined to rank hereafter. amongst the first in the world? If one nation can 
~ver permanently undersell the others in those metal_s, it must be one pos-
sessing mines from whence they can be extracted \vith equal facility as from• 
those in question, and exported with so little charge. 
I consider it also as a result of great importance, that the extensive inves-
tigations which I have so recently made, have gone, without exception, to 
strengthen the opinion I submitted to the Geological Society of London in 
1828, as to the series of rocks in the United States being th~ natural equi-
valent of that observed in Europe, from whenre we may infer that the causes 
which operated to bring the rocks there into ,the particular order of super.po• 
sition they preserve, have operated here, and probably have acted upon 
the whole crust of the earth. It is true we have not yet found that re-
markable portion called the oolitic formation, lying above the coal measures 
but this is only a p~rt of the s~ries, and in every country where geology ha~ 
hitherto bee? pracllcally stud1~d, some ·.Part o: other of the series is wanting. 
At m~ny pornts ~f our ~tlantic coast, rncludmg the city of Washington~ 
there 1~ no rock rntervenrng between the superficial detritus and the gneiss, 
which 1s the lowest rock but one of the whole series. Localities with im-
perfect arrangements of this nature, are like a harp, where, though some of 
the party-colored chords are wanting, yet the rest are there, and preserve · 
their unchangeable superposition to each other. This correspondence of struc·-
ture will result in making the principles of the science of geology, like those 
of geometry, ap.plicable every where. 
It is a remarkable circumstance, as I had occasion to announce in 18.28~ 
* erth to the Ouiscomin country. 
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that, with the exception of the tertiary and subcretaceous beds of the coast1 
nothing more recent than t!1e coal-b~aripgseries had been found inT the United 
States. A fact so unusual m a continent of such great extent as North Ame-
rica, can hardly be attributed to denuding causes, and would rather lead us 
to the inference that this part of the globe has in fact emerged from the ocean 
before the continent of Europe did, and that, geologically speaking, ill' re-
ference to the histor.;y of the earth, this has very strong claims to be called 
the old world. If no denuding causes adequate to the phenomenon have been 
in action, we must either adopt that opinion, or suppose that, whil~t other 
parts of the subaqueous world were receiving sedimentary deposites, the 
waters of the ocean, which covered the vast area devoid of the entire oolitic 
system, were situated so as not to receive any sedimentary materials. The 
npinions I communicated in 1828 have been confirmed by my late tour,, and -
, strengthen the conclusion to which my judgment has been for some time 
coming, that this continent is much older than the European continent. 
. It will be felt, also, as an interesting step in .the progress of geological 
knowledge, that we shall be enabled hereafter to trace, with accuracy, the 
littoral line so clearly made out by the subcretaceous fqssiJs of the same ge-
nera which have now bee.n continuously found for near two thousand geo-
graphical miles. It is evident that the ocean retired cotemporaneously from 
this line, either from the _deepening of its bed, produced by distant causes, 
or from the elevatio.n of the land; and this is the geobgical period which may 
be fi}Ced for the comn~encement of those great deltas of rich aliuvial matter 
brought down by the rivers alluded b in this report, and which are hereaf. 
ter to form so important a portion of the civilized earth. 
• 
It remains for me only to state that I hu·e made ample collections of mi-
nerals and geological specimens of the countries,! have visited, all of which, 
when they reach this city, will be placed at the disposition of the Govern• 
ment. 
It was altogether impossible for me to prepare the geological sections I · 
ehquld have, wished to accQmpany this report with. The short time which 
has elapsed since my return has barely sufficed to .draw it up: it would have 
given me great pleasure to have made it more perfect; but as both House, of 
Cougress have called for it, I hasten to submit it. 
• 
~ Very res pee tfull y, 
G. W. FEATHERSTONHAUGH, 
U. S. GetJlvgist, 
